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FOREWORD

This report contains data and related information about vocational teacher education

as offered at our nation's colleges and universities. The =sults of this descriptive study are

intended to overcome the ptesent lack of knowledge about where, when, what, how, to

whom, and by whom vocational teacher education is provided.

Data and information presented hi this monograph are primarily about the
institutional and administrative milieu in which vocational teacher education takes place, the

professors to vocational teacher education, and salient curriculum and iostructional
parameters. There is also some discussion of possible effects of education reform in this

country upon vocational teacher education.

Many people have contributed to the development of this database, its analysis, and

publication. Of special note are Lillie Anderton and James Smith, Graduate Research
Assistants on the project, both of whom were so instrumental to the success of the data

gathering and analysis efforts; Herman Weller who directed the computer input,
programming, and printing of the data; Margaret Kirby who assisted with the preparation

of the report; and Eileen Keeney whose able administrative assistance and word processing

skills were so instrumental in publishing this monograph.

The author also appreciates the assistance of several persons who reviewed the two

survey instruments and provided advice on their format and on the processes to be used in

gathering the data: Mildred Griggs, University of Illinois-Champaign; James Bunow and

Edgar Fanner, North Carolina State University; and Marion Asche, Betty Heath-Camp,

Rosary Lalik, Daisy Stewart, and Jeffrey Stewart, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State

University. William V. Wittich of California State University at Long Beach and Charles

Losh of the Arizona Department of Education provided excellent reviews of the draft

manuscript. Addidonally, two undergraduate students of the author, William Broyles and

Terry Ambrose, provided much assistance with various aspects of the project

Finally, the author acknowledges gratefully the research representatives who
coordinated the collecting of data from their respective colleges and universities. This was

often an enormous task, especially in the many institutions where ie faculty and programs

are administered in various colleges and departments.



INTRODUCTION

Qiticism of American education in the 1980s has been severe. Besides A Nation

At Risk, over thirty major reports have focused on the poor performance of students and

the quality of schools, curricula, and teachers. Although teacher education programs were

often implicitly or explicitly held accountable for many of the perceived failures of public

education, the early education reports focused primarily on reform of the curriculum for

elementary and high school students.

In 1986, however, with the release of reports from the Holmes Group a:*.d the

Carnegie Forum on Education and the Economy, a shift in the quest for excellence became

evident. These teacher education reform reports helped to provide the impetus which

resulted in significant changes in teacher educaticn and state-required certification
beginning in the mid-1980s. Various surveys and data sets indicate that the states initiated

over one thousand pieces of legislative action to reform teacher education and certification

policies (Darling-Hammond & Berry, 1988; Kluender, 1984; Sandefur, 1986).

Teacher education seemingly has moved to the center stage of the educational
reform movement based on the grounds that school improvement must begin with the

upgrading of teacher quality. This "second wave" of reform has focused primarily on

relatively quantifiable measures; for example, teacher test scores, subject-matter credit or

degree requirements, hours or weeks of required clinical experiences, and so forth (Lynch

& Griggs, 1989).

Unfortunately, few of the reform mandates seem to be based on any substantive

body of research or knowledge base. In fact, little research has been conducted on teacher

education. Lanier and Little (1986) stated, "research on teaching teachers stands in stark

contrast to research on teaching youngsters." This seems surprising in that teacher
education programs comprise a relatively large percentage of enrollments at over seventy

percent of our nation's colleges and universities. Over twelve hundred institutions of

higher education engage in teacher education, and both undergraduate and graduate

programs in education units serve substantial percentages of these institutions students.
For example, twelve percent of the full-time undergraduate enrollment at baccalaureate-level

institutions and thirty-thrte percent of the graduate enrollment at master's level institutions

are in education. At doctoral-level institutions, eight percent of the full-time undergraduate,

1
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fourteen percent of the full-time graduate, and twenty-six percent a the part-time graduate

students are in education units (American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education,

1987). Funhennore, most teachers are trained in public, graduate-level institutions of

which seventy-three percent are accredited by NCATE (Kluender, 1984). Thus, it would

appear logical that research about teacher education would be strongly emphasized because

of the large numbers of students involved and the apparent commitment to teacher
education horn research-oriented colleges and universities.

Numerous explanations have been postulated for the dearth of research in teacher

education, including the difficulty in defining a teacher educator and the teacher education

populati n (Ashburn, Mann, Barrett, & Schneiderman, 1988). It has also been cited that

research in teacher education is less salient than other lines of education inquiry or that it

has beenand may always bean ancillary (i.e., relatively unimportant) activity (Lanier &

Little, 1986; Troyer, 1986; Lynch, 1988). Troyer (1986) even went so far as to say,

"perhaps we fear that common criticisms of teacher educators will be substantiated, or that

adGitional criticisms will be forthcoming as a result of new findings" (p. 6). Perhaps a

more plausible explanation is that teacher education hasn't had to produce research about its

philosophy or mission, curricula, students, professors, standards, methods, and so forth

in effect, measures of its effectivenessuntil so demanded by or implied through the

education reform reports.

While the body of research on teacher education in general tends to be limited,

research and data on vocational teacher education seem to be practically nonexistent. Even

the recent research efforts initiated to gain a better understanding of teacher education and

teacher educators have not included or have failed to segment data specific to vocational

teacher education. Without good data, there is not good information on which to base

policy and teacher education reform decisions.

Thus, the primary purpose of this study was to provide baseline data on preservice

vocational teacher education programs. Data was gathered across the same dimensions

from many colleges and universities which offer vocational teacher education. The restOts

of this descriptive study presented herein are intended to overcome the present la& of

knowledge about where, when, what, how, to whom, and by whom vocational teacher

education is pmvided. The data provides information which should help better inform and

guide the providers and pertinent decision makers on improving vocational teacher

2



education within a context of education reform. The data should also be used as a basis

from which to launch more specific and informed studies of teaching and teacher education

in vocational education.

METHOD

Objectives for collecting the data were drawn from contemporary literature, citing

the need for accurate, reliable information on which to base reform in vocational teacher

education. The most perplexing problem initially was deciding which data was most
important to obtain. As discussed hy Yarger (1989), balancing a desire to know a great

deal about teacher education with a twcognition that respondent burden can seriously affect

the completeness and quality of the data force data gathezers to make many very difficult

choices.

The conceptual frameworks and instruments from the American Association of

Colleges of Teacher Education's study (1985), Research About Teacher Education
(RATE); John Goodlad's (1990) survey instrument, "Study of the Education of
Educators," and the Center for Education Statistics' (1988) Schools and Staffing Survey

were reviewed for relevance and adaptability for purposes of this study. Personal or

telephone discussions were conducted with researchers on each of these projects to help

further conceptualize the instmments and data gathering system for the vocational teacha

education study reported herein.

Instrumentation

Two survey instruments were used to collect data: an Institutional Questionnaire

and a National Survey of Professors of Vocational Teacher Education. A draft of the

instruments was developed for review and input from advisors to the project.
Improvements and adjustments were made in the substance and format of the instruments

as a result of the review.

The Institutional Questionnaire solicited data in three broad categories: institutional

characteristics, vocational teacher education program characteristics, and student admission

3
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and exit requirements. A final open-ended qtnstion was included to obtain some initial

perspective of any education reform measures now taking place in vocational teacher

education at that institution. The National Stuvey of Professors of Vocational Teacher

Education instrument contained items pertaining to the teacher educators demographic

characteristics, profissional preparation, occupational experience, education experience,

time spent on professional activities, future plans in higher education, and undergraduate

and graduate courseload. In an open-ended question, pofessors were asked to describe

any important, recent changes in vocational teacher education at their college or university

emanating from education reform movements.

Population
Them is not a published, comprehensive listing of all vocational teacher education

programs and faculty at colleges and universities in this country. However, directories are

published for specific program areas by government personnel or professional
organizations. The project staff reviewed the following directories to create a
comprehensive listing of all vocational and technical teacher education programs in this

country: (1) Directory of Teacher Educators in Agriculture, 1988-1989, compiled by David

C. Whaley, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona; (2) Directory of National

Association of Business Teacher Education Member Colleges and Universities, Business

Education Forum, Deczmber 1988; (3) Directory of Teacher Educators with Supervisory

Responsibility for Health Occupations Education programs, compiled by Catherine B.

Junge, U.S. Department of Education, December 1988; (4) 1988 National Directory of the

Home Economics Division of The American Vocationa' AssociationInstitutions, Degree

Data, and Personnel, compiled by Susan F. Weis and Dorothy Pomraning; (5) Teacher

Education Personnel for Marketing Education, compiled by Edwin L. Nelson, U.S.
Department of Education, October 1938; (6) Vocational Special Needs Teacher Education

Directory, 1987; and (7) Industrial Teacher Educatien DirectoryInstitutions, Degree
Data, and Personnel, 1988-89, edited by Ervin A. Dennis for the Council on Technology

Teacher Education and the National Association of Industrial and Technical Teacher

Educators.

Information commingled from these various directories yielded a total of four

hundred and thirty-two colleges or universities purporting to offer one or more preservice

vocational teacher education programs. All U.S. colleges and universities purporting to

1 0
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have at least one vocational teacher education program are listed by state and vocational

subject area in Appendix A. All fifty states, The District of Columbia, Guam (at the Guam

Community College), and Puerto Rico offcr at least one college or university vocational

teacher education propam.

According to information gleaned from these directories and presented in Appendix

A, there were ninety programs in agricultural education, two hundred and thirty-seven in

business education, thirty-one in health occupations education, two hundred and sixty-

seven in home economics education, eighty-nine in marketing education, ninety-nine in

vocational special needs, one hundred and seventy-eight in technology education (industrial

arts), and one hundred and twenty in trade and industrial education.

An a priori decision was made not to attempt to survey all four hundred and thirty-

two colleges and universities purporting to have a vocational teacher education program.

Rather, those colleges and universities in any of the states that were listed in directories as

providing four or more of the seven traditional specialized program areas of vocational

education (aricultural education, business education, health occupations education, home

economics education, marketing education, technology education [industrial arts], or trade

and industrial education) were included in the survey. Institutions were also surveyed if

they offered at least three of the traditional vocational subject areas and a program to

prepare vocational teachers tt work with special populations. Although an arbitrary cut-off

point for purposes of this study, the offering of at least four traditional vocational teacher

education programs is also one of the requirements for admission into the University

Council on Vocational Teacher Education (UCVE) and is considered by the UCVE to be an

important criteria in determining a college or university's commitment to vocational teacher

education.

A total of one hundred and twelve institutions (highlighted in Appendix A) in forty-

three states met this criteria. However, due to a recording =or, one hundred and nine

colleges and universities comprised the population for this study.*

*Note: It was originally recorded that California State Polytechnic Institute at Pomona and California
State University at Los Angeles each had only two vocational teacher education programs and that the
University of Northern Iowa had three, therefore, rendering them ineligible for this study. Subsequent
analysis indicated that the two California schools each had four vocational teacher education programs and
that the University of Northern Iowa had five. However, the recording error was discovered too late to
collect and analyze data from these three universities.



Data Collection
Several measures were taken to enhance participation and to reduce respondent

burden. The project staff reviewed the various national directories of vocational teacher

education programs to determine the organizational structure of vocational education

programs at each of the one hundred and nine colleges and universities comprising the

population for this study. At least one of the directories usually identified a department or

division head or a program coordinator for vocadonal education. If a vocational education

unit head was not clearly identifiable from the directories, a project staff member

telephoned a vocaticmal teacher educator at the university to identify a contact person who

could best coordinate data gathering from that institution for ptuposes of this study.

An explanation of the project was then mailed to heads of vocational education units

at each of the one hundred and nine colleges and universities. The department/unit heads

were then telephoned by a research staff member to (1) explain further the purposes for the

study, (2) verify or correct information obtained from the various teacher education

directories, (3) identify a contact personor research representativeat that institution

who would cootdinate data gathering efforts from all odministrative units or propams

identified with vocational teacher education, and (4) establish additional parameters for data

collecting such as timelines, numbers of instruments to mail, who should complete faculty

surveys, and so forth.

Administrators at ten colleges and universities indicated that they did not have

vocational teacher education programs, that graduate/completer productivity was ss low as

to render the program practically nonexistent, or that there was not a commitment to

vocational teacher education. Thus, these administrators declared their college or university

unquIllified to participate. In addition, one university was phasing out its vocational teacher

education programs. Therefore, ninety-eight institutions were actually mailed the research

materials.

The research representatives at each institution were mailed a cover letter,
procedures for completing the professors' survey, procedures for completing the
institutional questionnaire, coding forms, and information on how to return the materials.

They were also asked to have a college or university catalog(s) mailed to the research staff.

Faculty responses were returned in sealed envelopes to protect confidentiality.



Researchers at Virginia Tech collected and verified data from responding
institutions aud vocational education faculty during spring and summer of 1989. Where

necessary, research representatives were contacted by telephone and/or college or

university catalogs were reviewed to follow up, clarify, or verify data. Usable and timely

institutional and faculty data were =dyed from seventy-eight colleges and universities,

nearly eighty percent of the ninety-eight colleges and universities declaring their institutions

eligible to participate. (See Appendix B for response details.) A total of seven hundred

and forty-two faculty responded; six hundred and thirty-three indicated they were involved

with preservice professional preparation of vocational education teachers. The data

reported herein is, therefore, based on responses provided by seventy-eight colleges and

universities and obtained from six hundred and thirty-three vocational education teacher

educators.

Data Analysis
Data is reported using measures of centnl tendency by category or interval.

Computer analyses were performed using selected subprograms of the database
management program, (Ease III Plus (1987). Numbers in the tables and figura presented

may not add up to one hundred percent due to rounding. Response data often does not
total to seventy-eight institutions nor six hundred and thirty-three faculty. Some data was

missing from questionnaires and the respondent was either unavailable, unable, or
unwilling to provide the missing information. Where appropriate and seemingly important,

incomplete data or numbers not totaling to seventy-eight institutions or six hundred and

thirty-three faculty arc reported.



VOCATIONAL 7 I.ALCHER EDUCATION MILIEU

Data was collected from colleges and universities that provide (1) four or more of

the seven traditional specialized program areas of vocational education or (2) three of the

traditional vocational subject areas and a program to prepare vocational teachers to work

with special mulations. Data about the milieu for vocational teacher education from the

seventy-eight responding colleges and universities was compiled into three broad

categoiies: institutional characteristic administrative characteristics, and faculty and

student census by program area.

Institutional Characteristics

The data describing institutional characteristics was organized into three categories:

historical tradition of the institution (public, independent, land-grant, church-related, other);

total college or university student enrollments; and type of academic credit hour system

(semester, quarter, or other) used by the institution. As indicated in Table 1, all of the

seventy-eight responding institutions ware public state universities or colleges; forty-seven

percent were land-grant institutions.

Data about full-time, part-thme, and put-time (nondegree) undergraduate and
graduate student enrollments is summarized in Table 2. The average student enrollment for

all categories for responding institutions was 18,644; of this number, 15,218, eighty-two

percent, were undergraduates and 3,426, eighteen percent, were graduate students.

However, the range was very large. For example, five institutions reported full-time

undergraduate enrollment at less than one thousand; conversely, three institutions reported

more than thirty-three thoosand full-time undergraduate students.

Eighty-three percent of the colleges and universities responding to the survey use

the semester system. Only twelve institutions, fifteen percent, use a quarter system (see

Table 3).

1
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Table 1

21014=6-01aal("les and Universitieg

Type No.
% of
total

.01.1111

Public land grant 37 47

Public non-land grant state
university or college 41 53

Independent college or university 0

Church-related college or university 0

Other 0

Total 78 100

9 1 5
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Table 2

Zprollaents of Colleges and Universities

Enrollment

full-time Port-time Port-ties (non deoroi)_.
No. of No. of

responding. No. of responding. Mo. of

No. of

responding. Mo. of

Students Institutions students % institutions jigjino!_tysitX
Undergraduate 71 12,031 se 49

_itiskiti
2,502 64% 16 685 68 15,210 82

Graduate 57 1,673 12 43 1,428 36% 13 325 32 3,426 18

Total

.nrwrmwrn.,...
13,704 3,930 1,010 18,644

°Number of institutions out of 78 thet provided dote.



Table 3

with Vocational Twher Education Programs

Type of system No.
% of
total

Semester

Quarter

Not reported

Total

65 83

12 3.5

1 1
wnION=m1=111

78 100

1 8
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Administrative Characteristics

Data was collected on the administrative units for vocational teacher education

programs. As shown in Table 4, the various programs are administered in at least eight

different schools or colleges, but primarily in colleges of education, agriculture, applied

science and technology, or business. As noted in Table 4, the names for the colleges vazy

considerably. The various names of schools or colleges reported by the respondents are

indicated in parentheses after the generic name of the college with which they share similar

missions and purposes.

With the exceptions of agricultural and home economics education, the majority of

vocational teacher education programs axe administered in schools or colleges of education.

Over fifty percent of agricultural teacher education programs are either administered in

colleges of agriculture (forty-seven percent) or jointly with colleges of agricultre and

education (eleven percent). Forty-three percent of home economics teacher education

programs are administered in a college of education, twenty-two percent in a college of

applied science or technology, and twelve percent in a college of home economics.

Teacher education programs in business education (fifty-five percent) and
marketing education (sixty-three percent) are generally administered in a school or college

of education; however, thirty-one percent of business education programs and twenty-

seven percent of marketing education pmgnms are administered in a school or college of

business. Teacher education programs in health occupations education (seventy-six

percent), vocational special needs (sixty-seven percent), trade and industrial education

(sixty-one percent), and technology education (fifty-three percent) are gaierally
administered in education; however, many of these programsespecially in txhnology

- education and trade and industrial educationare administered in a school or college of

applied science and technology.

The departmental administrative unit for vocational teacher education is even more

varied than the school or college in which the various programs are administered. As

depicted in Table 5, the departmental unit in which the various teacher education programs

arc administered were categorized into six broad caft goties: (1) the program, in effect, is

its own department; (2) the program is administered with one other vocational teacher

education program; (3) the program is administered as part of a comprehensive vocational

15 ni



education department; (4) the teacher education program is administered with its ielated

technology or subject matterusually external to a school or college of education; (5) the

program is administered in an education unit, but not one identifiable with vocational

education; cc (6) programs not elsewhere classified. Examples of the various names given

to the departments ate included in parentheses in Table 5.

No one departmental administrative structure is clearly prevalent for all pmpams,

although the clustering of teacher education programs into a comprehensive vocational

education department is dominant Agricultural education is the only teacher education

program that tends to have its own department, although just about as many agricultural

education programs are part of a comprehensive vocational education department. Home

economics teacher education programs are administered with their related technology or

subject matter (e.g., in family and consumer studies) more than in any other departmental

structure category. No administrative structure is dominant for business education and

technology education, although more of these programs are administezed in a vocational

education department than in any other departmental structuze category. Health occupations

education, marketing education, trade and industrial education, andvocational special needs

tend to be administered in comprehensive vocational education departments.

It is interesting to note that almost no health or marketing education programs are

their own departments and that the administrative smicture for many marketing and

technology teacher education programs was difficult to classify. A sizable number of these

three teacher education programs (health, marketing, and technology education) tend not to

have specific identity; rather, they are "buried" in some other vocational teacher education

program. For example, ten marketing education programs were identified as either in

business education, office systems, or information managementnone of which is

desctiptive of the subject matter or pedagogy for vocational marketing education. Although

representing a much smaller number than the seven traditional vocational teacher education

programs, vocational special needs progams were also difficult to classify. They also

tended to be a part of some other teacher education program, for example, in technology or

trade and industrial education.
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Table 4

L. L ' drA!

College/School in i ch

?roars* is AcIainistered

Aaricutturg (i.e., Agriculture

and life Sciences, Agriculture

Sciences, Agriculture Sciences

and Technology)

Agriculture and Nome Economics

Ag Ed Bus Ed Mealth Nome Ec Mk 4d Tect Ed/IA T I Sp. Moeda

Nc. % No. X No. I No. II No. Z No. % No. II MO. X

21 47 1 2

2 4

6

1 2

2 3 2 3

Applied Science and Technoloev

(i.e., Applied Science and

Engineering Technology, Basic

and Applied Science, Industry

end Technology, Business and

Applied Science, Business and

Technology. Technology, fine

and Applied Arts and Sciencs,

Agriculture and Applied

Science) 5 11 4 7 4 24 14 22 4 10 24 39 20 32 4 33

jusinest (i.e., Business Admin-

istration, Business and Public

Administration, Business and

Computer Sciences) 18 31 11 27 1 2 1 2

mango (i.e., Education end

Applied Science; EdWcation and

Psychology; Education and Human

Services; Education, Health, and

Human Services; Education and

Technology) 12 27 32 55 13 76 27 43 26 63 33 53 38 61 8 67

IngineerIng

21

1 2 1 2
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Table 4 (continued)

1 4.

College/School in Which

Promram is 4dis1ntstersd

A9 Ed

%

11

S u s Ed

Mo.

2 3

1 2

Nealth

No. %

N o m e lc Mk Ed

S 69. II

12 19

1 2

4 6

Tech Ed/IA

110._

1 2

I I I

Mo. %

Mom Economic.% Family and

Consumer Services, Family Life,

Family Resources and !lumen

Developemnt, Nealth and *mon

Services, Human Ecology)

Mrofessionst Stydics

Jointly Administered

Maricullur9 and Iducation

I1u end ifillEali21)

NOM Economic% and Luang)

5

Totals 45 100 58 100 17 100 63 100 41 100 62 100 62 100
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Table 5

Departments in Which yosatignal Teacher gducation ProurAms are Administered

Department in which program

is gdmigigtsrad

Its own specific department

(e.S., Agriculture Education,

Business Education, Technology

As Ed Pus Ed Stealth liome Ec Mk Ed Tech Ed/IA T & 1 SP Needs

No. X No. X W. A Ng, X No. X vo. 12. Z.

Education) 17 40 13 23 2 12 7 12 2 S 9 IS 7 11 1 6

Joint department of two specific

teacher education programs

(e.g., Business and Marketing

Education, Industrial and

Technology Education) 3 5 1 2 3 7 6 10 7 11

Vocational EdWcation (e.g.,

Occupational Education,

Practical Arts and Vocational

Education, Vocational and

Technical Education, Vocational

end Business Education, Center
hJ

for Occupational Studies,

Continuing end Vocational

Education) 15 35 20 36 11 65 21 36 20 49 21 34 29 48 5 38

Related Technology or Subject

Ara (e.g., Agriculture

Science, Susiness Administra-

tion, Information Sciences,

Family and Consummr Science,

Industrial technology) 9 21 11 20 1 6 24 41 3 7 10 16 8 13

Teacher Education (i.e., Curricu-

lum and Instruction, Education

Policy Studies, Edication

Leadership, Adult and Youth

Education, Secondary Education,

Educational Psychology) 2 4 6 11 5 7 3 7 4 7

Not Elsewhere Classified 3 5 3 18 1 2 10 24 11 18

Totals 45 100 58 100 17 100 65 100 41 100 62 100r%rz
0

5 8 1 8

5 is 6 46

62 100 12 100



Faculty and Student Census by Vocational Program Area

The number of institutions reporting full-time equivalent (FIE) faculty in each of

the vocational program areas and the number of FTEs in each of the vocational teacher

education programs are depicted in Table 6. Over two-thirds of the colleges and

universities responding to this survey employ full-time equivalent faculty in four vocational

teacher-education programs: business, home economics, technology, and rade and
industrial education. Less than fifty percent of the institutions employ FTEs in marketing

education, health occupations education, and vocational special need& The largest average

number of teacher educators per institution are in agricultural education and technology

education. The smallest average FTE per institution is in marketing education and

vocational special needs.

It is noted that more colleges and universities purport to administer vocational

teacher education programs (see Tables 4 and 5) than employ FT& for the programs (Table

6). :L.'s represents an anomaly in how piograms are sometimes designed, administered,

and staffed. For example, marketing education may be offered at a college or university,

but no FIE faculty time is allocated specifically to it; rather, the faculty in business

education (or some other area of vocational or secondary education) provide the pedagogy

for marketing education students. Also, there appears to be a few universities that are

offaing a generic degree in vocational education and at which faculty provide pedagogy to

all students planning to teach in any of the traditional vocational education subject areas.

Thus, for example, faculty at these institutions teach preservice general vocational
education methods or curriculum classes to studsias; rather than specific courses in how to

teach such subjects as agriculture, home econ, lics, or technology education.

Student census data was collected by program area for completers of the 1987 and

1988 academic years and for anticipated completers for 1989. The average number of

yearly graduates from the responding institutions are reported in Table 7, along with the

total percentage of change for the three-year period.

Three program areasagricultural education, home economics education, and
technology educationshow a declining number of completers in teacher education over

the three-year period. Agricultural education leads all program areas in this downward

23 27



trend wi", a 31.4% decline, followed by home economics with a 15.4% decline and

technolcfu Jucation with a 6.2% decline.

The preparation of vocational special needs teachers revealed a 14.3% increase

between 1987 and 1989. Business education (+6.5%), marketing education (+6.5%), and

trade and indusuial education (+2.2%) had modest increases in the numbers completing

presemice teacher preparation in these areas. A small decline in health occupations

education completers in 1988 was offset with a small increase in 1989, thereby maintaining

a is quo for that program.

In addition t( traditional vocaeonal preservice program offerings, information and

data were compiled /about completers of atypical teacher preparation areas in a write-in

section of the questionnaire titled Other. Institutions reported teachereducation presavice

options such as career occupations, vocational counselor education, general vocational

education, nondebree trade and industrial education, and certificate programs notrequiring

a Bachelor's degree. Enrollments reflect a 15.8% decrease in these programs over the

1987-89 period.

2 8
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Table 6

pumber of Full-time Equivalent Faculty by Vocational
Exearam_Axsa

Av.
Vocational Institutions
program area with programs

H m 78

% of
total

no. of
FTEs

Range of
FTEs ZD

mmrlwINNM,=.IM......

Agricultural
education 41 53 '.35 .85-12.00 2.73

Business
education 54 69 2.76 .25-11.00 2.13

Health occupations
education 15 19 2.13 1.00-8.00 2.00

Home economics
education 59 76 2.01 .25-8.00 1.51

Marketing education 37 47 1.67 .05-8.00 1.59

Technology ducation/
industrial arts 58 74 3.18 .25-16.00 2.68

Trade and industrial
education 58 74 2.76 .10-12.00 2.27

Vocational special
needs 11 14 1.59 .50-3.00 1.00
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Table 7

Vocatiwal Teachers by Program Area Prepared at Preservice Level
1987-1989

Proeram Area

1967 1988 1989 MAL_
anticipated

cc.oteters

No. of

institytion0

Aimme
No. of

comoleters

No. of

Institutions

Average

No. of

COMM21/11

No. of

Institutions

Percent of

Mai chans,

Agricultural education 11.48 29 10.33 30 7.88 33 -31.4%

Business education 13.30 44 13.66 44 14.16 45 .6.5

Health occupations education 5.91 11 5.86 5.92 12 .001
Home economics education 8.06 49 7.39 49 6.82 49 -15.4

Marketing education 7.68 31 7.97 33 8.18 34 .6.5

Technology education/

industrial arts 10.55 49 10.17 48 9.90 51 -6.2

Trade and industrial

b.)
education 12.98 43 13.07 43 13.26 42 .2.2

-4
Vocational special needs 7.00 3 7.67 3 8.00 3 .14.3

Others 12.67 6 12.17 6 10.67 6 -15.8

89.63 88.29 84.79

...,11MMIRMINIIIMIEM

Km: Several institutions reported no completions over the 3-year period, although the specific vocational teacher education progrmm continues to be
offered. The figures reported for average number of completer* are for values greater than zero and are based on the numbers of institutions

reporting at least one completer for that year.
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VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROFESSORIATE

A total of seven hundred and fdrty-two college and university faculty members

returned the National Survey of Professors of Vocational Teacher Education questionnaire.

Of this total number of responses, six hundred and thirty-three reported they were involved

with the professional preparation of preservice vocational education teachers. By survey

definition, faculty in preservice vocational teacher education programs typically teach

courses such as methods, curriculum, foundations, philosophy, lab management or
cooperative education, and/or supervise student teachers. Preservice vocational teacher

education was defined as any program designed to prepare students for first-time teaching

and/or initial licensing in a vocational education subject. Typically, preservice students are

in undergraduate programs; however, some may already have an earned baccalaureate

degree, some may have taught other subjects, and some may have the equivalent of college-

level preparation acquired through work experience. The common factor in a preservice

teacher education program for purposes of this study is that all students enrolled are
preparing to begin to teach in a vocational education subject at the secondary,
postsecondary, or adult level. Of the seven hundred and forty-two respondents, one
hundred and nine faculty members indicated they did not teach in a preservice teacher

education program. Therefore, the data reported herein is based upon siA itundred and

thirty-three responses.

Demographics

The vocational teacher education professoriate is approximately seventy-one percent

male and twenty-nine percent female. The average age is about forty-nine-years old with a

range from twenty-five- to sixty-nine-years of age. The faculty are predominantly white

(ninety-one percent); with a small number of Blacks (5.5% ct: the total), and other

minorities (about 3.5% of the total). Table 8 summarizes these data by gender and
ethnicity.

Of the six hundred and thirty who indicated their faculty status, two hundred and

thirty-nine (thirty-eight percent) are professors; one hundred and eighty-eight (thirty

percent) arc associate professors, one hundred and forty (twenty-two percent) are assistant

professors, and fifty-four (nine percent) are instructors or lecturers. An additional nine

29
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persons (one percent) indicated "other," and then provided a variety of titles such as

visiting instructor, adjunct, research associate, and field resource associate. Data for rank

and gender is provided in Table 9, and for rank and race in Table 10. It should be noted

that six hundred and thirty respondents provided their professorial status; six hundred and

twenty-eight provided gender. Nearly all (six hundred and twenty orninety-eight percent)

are employeid full-time; only eleven (two percent) are employed part-time.

Over sixty-eight percent (n is 431) of the vocational teacher educatorsregardless
of professorial rankare tenured. Eighteen percent (n or 115) are nontenured, but on a

tenure line. Seven percent (n Is 47) are nontenured, but consider themselves "reasonably"

secure. Six percent (n xi 37) are ineligible for tenure (i.e., on restricted contracts). This

data is reported in Table 11.

The average nine-month equivalent salary for full-time vocational teacher

educatorsregardless of professorial rankin the Spring of 1989 was $35,745. This is

based on salary figures provided by five hundred and fony-two full-time faculty, convened

to a nine-month base for those holding ten-, eleven-, and twelve-month appointments. The

nine-month equivalent salary ranges were from a low of $11,700 to a high of $67,700.

There are three hundred and twenty-six faculty members employed on a nine-month basis

and one hundred and ninety-seven on a twelve-month base. In addition, four respondents

indicated they were employed for eight months, forty for ten months, and ten for eleven

months. Forty-three did not report any salary information, and seventy-two did not
provide a specific salary figure. In Table 12, nine-month actual or equivalent salary figures

arc reported by rank and gender. In Tables 13 and 14, actual reported average salary

figures are provided for those on nine- and twelve-month appointments by rank and

gender.

Nearly eighty-four percent of the vocational teacher educators have a terminal

degree: two hundred and eighty-four have completed a Ph.D., and two hundred and fifty-

five have completed an Ed.D. In addition, fourteen percent (n 85) have completed a

master's degree. Four respondents, less than one percent, hold less than a master's

degree. This data is reported in Table 15.

Fifteen respondents had completed their highest earned degree in 1988; one person

had earned a terminal degree thirty-eight years ago. The average person had completed his
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Table 8t -I foe

Ethnicity

All11111,.

Female

No.
% of Av.

total age No.
% of

total
Av.
age

White 406 65.0 49.5 165 26.0 46.5

Black 21 3.0 48 14 2.0 49.5

Asian or Pacific
Islander 7 1.0 54 2 .3 52.5

American Indian
or Alaskan Native 2 .3 45.5 2 .3 40

Hispanic 4 .6 45.5 0

Other 6 1.0 43 0 .. ..

Total 446 70.9 183 28.6

fiRtg. j = 629.
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Male Female
% of % of

No. total No. total

IIProfessors 202 32 35 6

Associate professors 135 21 53 8

Assistant professors 81 13 59 9

IIInstructors, lecturers, or
equivalent 25 4 29 5

IIOther 2 7 1

Total 445 70 183 29

628.
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I .

Associate Assistant
Professor professor professor Instructor Other

(38%) (30%) (22%) (9%) (1%)

Slack 7 9 17 3

Hispanic 0 2 1 1

Asian or Pacific
Islander 0 1 1 2

American Indian or
Alaskan 0 1 1 2

White 229 171 119 43 9

other _....2 --1 __2, --1 OMIYMMER

Total 239 188 140 54 9

Note. N 630.
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Table 11

Tenured Status of Vocatim; Teacher Zducators

Status No.
% of
total1111m,

Tenured 431 68

Nontenured, but on
tenure line 115 18

Nontenured, but "reasonably"
secure on continuous
appointment 47 7

Ineligible for tenure 37 6

Total

M,111,

630 99
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Table 12

Salaries by Rank ald Gender for Vocational Teacher Eticators
(9-month actual qv equivalentl

Rank Male Female

Professor 183 $43,030 27 $40,100

Associate Professor 124 36,003 44 35,973

Assistant Professor 69 29,759 53 28,897

Instructor, Lecturer 21 22,718 24 19,986

Other 6 17,736

Average all ranks

Average, all ranks,
genders

both

397 $37,454 154

$35,745

$31,044
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Rank

No. on
9-month

employment
Avg.
salary

No. on
12-month

employment
Avg.
salary

Professor 14 $41,974 9 $54,066

Associate professor 30 37,412 9 43,878

Assistant professor 34 30,006 15 34,666

Instructor, lecturer,
equivalent 12 23,821 5 23,400

Other 2 18,750
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Table 14

Salaries by Rank and Male Gender fpr Vocatiehal Teacher Education

Rank

MALE
No. on
9-month Avg.

employment salary

No. on
12-month Avg.

employment salary
alnrimirmwm=ffiror.

Professor 97 $43,858 71 $57,216

Associate professor 69 36,275 44 46,830

Assistant professor 44 30,067 22 38,454

Instructor, lecturer,
equivalent 7 21,221 12 20,223
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Table 15

Bigbest Decree Earned )ay Vocational Teacher Educators

Degree earntt No.

Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) 284 45

Doctor of Education (EdD) 255 42

Master's degree (MA, MS, MAT, MBA,
CAGS, EdS) 85 14

Baccalaureate degree (BA, BS, BEd) 4

Imi=nWm

Total 628 100



or her highest earned degree nearly fourteen years ago. In Table 16, data on the recency

for the highest earned degree of vocational teacher educators are synthesized and reported

for five-year intervals.

As depicted in Table 17, twenty universities awarded sixty-five percent of all of the

highest degrees earned by respondents to this study. Ohio State University awarded ten

percent of all the latest degrees earned by vocational teacher educators. The concenntion

or major arta of study for twenty-three percent of all respondents was identified as either

"vocational education," "occupational education," or "comprehensive vocational
education." Major areas of concentration for vocational education faculty are reported in

Table 18.

Occupational Experience

The literature in vocational education related to vocational teacher preparation and

certification often discusses recommendations or requirements for business and industry

paid occupational experience. In nearly all states, paid business and industry experience is

required for state teacher certification in some vocational education subject areas (e.g., trade

and industrial education and marketing education) or sp-cific skill areas within subject areas

(e.g., child care within home economics education or cooperative office education within

business education). The specific requirements, the inherent occupational assessment or

testing, and even the terminology used varies considerably among states and among

vocational program areas (Lynch & Griggs, 089). But if little is known about the
occupational experiences of vocational education teachers, even less is known about the

occ-upational experiences of the teachers of vocational teachers. Thus, respondents to this

study's professors' survey were asked to list the occupational title for all paid business and

industry experience, the approximate number of hours worked in each occupation, and the

years in which the work occurred.

Over eighty-one percent (a = 514) of the teacher educators reported they had
worked in at least one occupatiodal area for an average of 5,193 hoursor an equivalent of

over two and a Ir.- lf years of full-time employment. Nineteen percent = 129) did not

respond to the question or indicated they had not completed any paid business or industry

experience.
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Also, sixty-two percent (a 395) had worked in a second occupational area,

averaging 3,983 hoursnearly two years of equivalent full-time employment in this area;

forty-one percent (a 2112 259) worked in three areas, averaging 3,889 hours in the third

occupational area; twenty-four percent (n 152) worked in four areas averaging 3,763 in

the fourth occupational area; and twelve percent (a sm 73) worked in a fifth occupational

area, averaging 3,688 hours in that area. The years for the experience varied considerably

ranging from the mid-1930s through 1989.

Education Experience

The full-time faculty responding to this survey had worked in higher education for

more than sixteen years, nearly thirteen of which had been completed at the institution in

which they were currently employed. The range of experience in higher education was

from one to forty-one years. This data is reported in Table 19 by five-year intervals. The

numbers of years of experience at their current institution are reported in Table 20 by five-

year intervals.

Of the six hundred and twenty full-time vocational teacher educators responding to

this study, four hundred and sixty-two (seventy-five percent) have averaged over five and a

half years of experience as secondary teachers, two hundred and fifteen (thirty-five percent)

as adult teachers, one hundred and fifty-three (twenty-five percent) as postsecondary

teachers, one hundred and seventeen (nineteen percent) as middle school teachers, and

twenty-four (four percent) as elementary teachers. These figures, along with the average

years' experience in each of the positions, are reported in Table 21. In addition, eighty-

four respondents (thirteen percent) indicated they had part-time experience as adult

education teachers, twelve (two percent) had part-time experience as postsecondary

teachers, and ten (two percent) had part-time experiences as middle school teachers.

In addition to teaching experience, one hundred and sixty (twenty-six percent) of

the r-spondents reported an average of six years administrative experience .1,s a department

head, sixty-four (ten percent) reported more than four years experience as a state
department of education supervisor, and forty-eight (eight percent) reported more than four

years as a vocational director. The number and average years of experience as
nonuniversity administrators are reported in Table 22.
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Table 16

Iszt_linsa_11222iming_Leat_LItscras

1 - 5 92 15

6 - 10 120 20

II11 - 15 125 21

16 - 20 162 27

I21 - 25 84 14

I26 - 30 19 3

31 - 35 5 1

I36 - 40 2

% of
Five-year intervals No. total

Totals 609 100

note. M = 13.93. 51 = 7.18.

I/
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Table 17

Universities Awarslina Highest Degree Earned
by Vocational Teacher EduCatorg

University No. of degrees

Ohio State University 64 10

Penn State University 36 6

University of Minnesota 33 5

University of Missouri 32 5

Iowa State University 27 4

University of Illinois 26 4

Oklahoma State University 24 4

Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University 20 3

University of Northern Colorado 15 2

Michigan State University 14 2

Southern Illinois University 13 2

Texas A&M University 13 3

Oregon State University 12 2

University of Georgia 11 2

Indiana University 21 2

University of Tennessee 11 2

Temple University 11 2

Cornell University 10 2

University of Maryland 10 2

Purdue University 10 2

51
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-

Vocational Education

Agricultural Education

Trade & Industrial Education

Business Education

IIHome Economics Education

Curriculum

ITechnology Education

Administration

Secondary Education

IIHigher Education

Adult Education

11
Marketing Education

Research

II Others

145 23

86 14

63 10

62 10

48 8

29 5

26 4

18 3

14 2

11 2

7 1

7 1

7 1

107 16

Vote. E = 630.

53
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Table 19

Five year-intervals No. % of
total

0 - 5 84 14

6 - 10 94 15

11 - 15 101 16

16 - 20 140 23

21 25 119 19

26 - 30 51 8

31 - 35 20 3

36 - 40 6 1

41 2

Total

.111 illimiaM

617 99

FOTZ. M = 16.18 Z2 = 8.50.
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I/

11

VOTE. M = 12.93. = 8.29.

11

57 48

Table 20

Itara_gi_Enal2ymrent....§_t_rairsant_inatiraudgn

% of
Five-year intervals No. total

0 - 5 166 27

6 - 10 97 16

II11 - 15 108 18

16 - 20 126 20

I21 - 25 83 13

II26 - 30 24 4

31 - 41 13 2

Total 617 100



Table 21

ponuniversi t 1

Position held No.
% of
Total

Avg. no.
of yrs.

Secondary teacher 462 75 5.64

Adult teacher 215 35 5.60

Postsecondary teacher 153 25 9.05

Middle School teacher 117 19 3.01

Elementary teacher 24 4 2.88

Counselor 26 4 5.37

Yrs. of
experience

AD

4.15

6.21

8.31

2.50

2.15

6.75

Non. E = 620.

59
4 9



Table 22

Ponuniversitv administrative Positions Held by Vocational Teacher Educators

Position held No.
% of
total

Avg. no.
of yrs.

Yrs. of
experience

AD

Department chair 160 26 6.06

State department of
education supervisor 64 10 4.2 3.49

Vocational director 48 8 4.20 3.49

Principal/assistant
principal 33 5 2.76 2.03

Superintendent/assist-
ant superintendent 11 2 5.55 3.14

Othera 66 11 5.49 6.34

miz E 620.

aMany positions were identified including dean, coach,
consultant, cooperative education coordinator, curriculum
specialist, training specialist, research specialist, substitute
teacher.
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Academic Productivity

Academic life is tratutionally divided among teaching, scholarship, and service,

areas that were examined in this study. Respondents were asked to indicate (1) the

percentage of time they spent in each area, (2) the percentage of time their institution desires

they 3pend in each area, and (3) the percentage of time they feel would be ideal to spend in

each area. The results are summarized in Figure 1. Vocational teacher educators spend an

average of fifty-eight percent of their time in teaching, eighteen percent in scholarship, and

twenty-four perctnt in service. Their university desires that they spend about fifty-three

percent of their time in teaching, twenty-eight percent in scholarship, and nineteen percent

in service. The professors would like to spend fifty-three percent of their time in teaching,

twenty-six percent in scholarship, and twenty-one percent in service. Thus, faculty spend

more titliz in service and teaching and less on scholarship than either they or their university

desire.

It should be noted that there was wide variance on the responses to information

requesting time allocation for teaching, research, and service. For example, only three

persons reported that they did not teach; however, seventy-three persons respondei that

they spend no time on scholarship, and thirty-three persons reported no time spent in

service. Interesting, too, is the fact that sixty-two respondents indicated that they'd really

like to spend no time on scholarship; nearly twenty-five percent of the respondents
indicated they'd like to spend ten percent or less time in this area of academic life.

During a typical week, faculty reported spending fifty hours on the job.
Approximately twenty-seven hours are spent in instruction and clinical supervision, thirteen

and a half hours on service, seven and a half hours on scholarship, and two hours on
consulting Or commercial publications. This data and descriptors for professional activities

are provided in Table 23. Again, however, it should be noted that there was considerabk

variance in the data. For example, only five persons responded no time spent on teaching

during a typical week; however one hundred and eighty-two (over thirty percent of those

responding to this question) indicated they spent no time on inservice, two hundred and

forty-seven (over forty-one percent) reported no time spent on clinical supervisbn, eighty-

nine (fifteen percent) spent no time on research, and two hundred and eighty-nine (forty-

seven percent) mported no consulting or commercial publication activity.



The teaching loads for vocational teacher educators for the academic year and for

summer school are reported in Table 24 and 25. Over sixty-nine percent of all faculty

responding to this survey teach undergraduw vocational pedagogy courses, and forty-nine

percent teach undergraduate major or subject-matter courses during the academic year.

They average slightly more than three undergraduate pedagogy and four undergraduate

subject-matter courses. Nearly forty-nine percent of the respondents teach an average of

two graduate pedagogy courses during the academic year. The teaching productivity is

considerably less for summer school. It appears as though less than one third of the faculty

are involved with summer school teaching.

Future Plans

For the most part, the vocational teacher education faculty appear to be relatively

stable for the next five years. As shown in Table 26, seventy-one percent (n = 449) expect

to continue working as a faculty mcraber at the college or university in which they are

currently employed. Only four percent plan to seek a faculty position at another institution,

seven percent plan to seek a position in higher education administration, and one percent

plan to seek employment in business and industry. Eleven percent (n 67) plan to retire

within five years.

The five percent (n. = 33) responding to "other" did not fit any particular career

pattern. A few indicated they would return to work in secondary education, and a few

indicated they planned to become consultants. The remaining comments indicated
respondents were generally uncertain about their future or were exploring several options.
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Teachinga

Scholarshipb

Service°
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\ Ideal n la 568.

Figure 1. Percentage of time allocation to teaching, scholarship, and service required

by vocational teacher education.
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Table 23

Professional activity Hours per week

Instruction (preparing for classes, teaching
classes, supervising shops or labs, advising
students in my office, grading)a

Ir-service education with teachers on site in
public schools, community colleges, or
vocational centers (demonstration teaching,
workshops, consultation)

Clinical supervision (on-site supervision of
student teachers, occupational experience
students, early clinical experiences)c

Scholarship/research/noncommercial writing
(conducting research projects, writing for
journals, presenting research results at
meetings, collaborating on research activities)d

Other service (participating in college or
university committees, handling routine
administrative tasks and paperwork, advising
student groups)a

Consulting/zommercial publication (earning
supplemental pay for textbookawriting, seminars,
workshops, service on boards)L

23.0

4.0

3.9

7.5

9.4

Total 50.0

11

aE = 596. = 416. cE = 352. dE m 509. eS = 578. fE 312.

67 54
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Table 24

VIII MI OM la IN

Teaching Loads for Vocational Teacher Educators: Academic Year

Academic Year
UnderarlOgate grachiate

No. Avg. No. Avg.
respond- %of no. of respond- % of no. of

ing 11 Courses ing p Courses

Vocational pedagogy (graduate
or undergraduate courses typically
in program-specific or general
vocational foundations, curriculum,

1; methods, laboratory or shop
management, cooperative education
courses) 425 69 3.32 299 49 2.03

Major or subject-matter courses
(typically in the subject matter
that vocational educators teach,
such as in agriculture, business
marketing, family and child de-
velopment, drafting, graphic
arts, etc.)

clinical supervision (typically
in early clinical experiences,
student teaching, businesx- or
industry-based supervision)

302

53

49

9

4.11

2.42

123

53

20

9

2.26

2.42
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Table 24 (continued)

TSAghine" v3adq for Vocational Teacher_ Educators: Academic Yegi

Academic Year
Undergraduate Graduate

No. Avg. No. Av4.

respond- %of no. of respond- % of no. of
ing n courses ing n courses

Education courses offered outside
of vocational education (typically
in educational psychology, research,
foundations, philosophy, adminis-
tration) 57 9 2.23 61 13 1.93

Other (wide listing provided; e.g.,
computer applications, training and
development, office/business admin-
istration, statistics, directed/
independent studies) 35 6 2.12 37 6 2.03

Notg. N 613.
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Table 25

Tg4ching_Loade fpr Vocational Teacher Educators"; Ammer Sclwol

Undergraduate
Academic School

Graduate
No. Avg. Nu. Avg.

respond- tof no. of respond- % of no. of
ing n Courses ing D Courses

Vocational pedagogy (graduate
or undergraduate courses typically
in program specific or general

.j vocational foundations, curriculum,
t.0.) methods, laboratory or shop

management, cooperative education
courses) 130 21 1.67 220 36 1.66

Major or subject-matter courses
(typically in the subject matter
that vocational educators teach,
such as in agriculture, business,

marketing, family and child de-
velopment, drafting, graph,.7
arta, etc.) 105 17 2.45 109 18 2.00

Clinical supervision (typically
in early clinical experiences,
student teaching, business- ot

industry-based supervision) 44 7 1.51 25 4 1.62
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Table 25 (continued)

Teaching Loadg fcr yocational Teacher Educators: Summer School

Academic School
Underoraduate Graduate

No. Avg. No. Avg.
respond- %of no. of respond- % of no. of

ing n Courses ing n Courses

Education courses offered outside
of vocational education (typically
in educational psychology, research,
foundations, philosophy, adminis-
tration) 21 3 1.43 43 7 1.23

tri

Other (wide listing provided; e.g.,
computer applications, training and
development, office/business admin-
istration, atatistics, directed/
independent studies) 9 1 2.22 16 3 2.00

Note. N = 613.



Table 26

ntvre Plans of VocaltionAl Teacher Educators

Personal expectation No. % of
no.

Remain as a faculty member at
present institution 449 71

Seek faculty position at another
institution 28 4

Seek position in higher education
administration 47 7

Seek position in business and industry 7 1

Retire 67 11

Other (e.g., secondary school system,
consulting, undecided, keep options
open, business ownership) 33 5

Total 631 99



CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

Several questions on the Institutional Questionnaire were designed to collect

information about curriculum and instruction parameters and practices being utilized in

vocational teacher education by colleges and universities. Descriptions of and data that

were collected about delivery models, admission requirements, curriculum parameters,

methods, and exit requirements are presented in this section.

Delivery Models

Six models were identified from the literature as being used to prepare preservice

vocational education teachers. Respondents were asked to indicate for each vocational

teacher education program the primary preparation or delivery model(s) offered at their

institutions. In addition, a category titled Other was provided for respondents to describe

other delivery models that were not listed that are being used at their institution. Table 27

depicts findings about the primary preservice delivery model(s) for each teacher preparation

area.

Nearly all respondents across all teacher preparation areas checked "Baccalaureate

degree, majoring in vocational program area" as the primary delivery model for preservice

vocational teacher education. In fact, one hundred percent of the agricultural and marketing

education programs primarily use this model. Vocational special needs was the only

program which did not primarily deliver teacher education through a baccalaureate degree

with a major in a vocational education program area.

The second most frequently selected delivery model across all teacher preparation

areas (except for health occipations and trade and industrial education) was
"Postbaccalaureate program leading toward graduate degree." Two programshealth
occupations and trade and industrial educationhave as a primary delivery system

certification of nonbaccalaureate degree teachers.

In the Other category, one responding institution noted that a nonschool-based

postbaccalaureate degree program was used; another institution reported an offering of a

baccalaureate through a school-based model with an academic major riot in education; and

79
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one institution reported a Ph.D. program as a primary delivery model for vocational teacher

education.

Admission Requirements

To identify tests and measures that are often used for admission to teacher education

programs, data was collected from colleges and universities about prevailing vocational

teacher education requirements in the following areas: (1) cumulative grade point average;

(2) grade point average in academic major; (3) grade point average in education courses;

and (4) the National Teacher's Exam (NTE) (general knowledge, communication,
professional knowledge, and area exams). Respondent data is summarized for (1), (2),

and (3) by teacher preparation area in Figures 2 through 23. Data is provided only for

those categories with a respondent number of five or more.

Overall, a 2.5 glade point average seems to be the required minimum standard score

for admission into vocational teacher education. As depicted in these graphs, a 25 or
higher is generally required across all program areas and for all categories (i.e., cumulative

grade point average, courses in academic major, and courses in education). The grading

scale basis is 4.0; with A = 4, B = 3, C = 2, and D 1.

It is interesting to note that eighty percent of responding business education and

eighty-one percent of marketing education programs require a 2.5 or higher cumulative

grade point average for admission and that very few of these programs permit students with

cumulative grade point averages as low as 2.00 (six percent for business education and

three percent for marketing education) to be admitted into these respective teacher education

programs. Conversely, relatively more technology, health occupations, and trade and

industrial programs admit students into teacher education with less than a 2.5 cumulative

grade point average.

The minimum cut-off scores required for admission into vocational teacher
education on the NTE are presented in Table 28. There were relatively few respondents to

this question across all program areas, suggesting that many institutions may not have
adopted standard admission requirements for NTE minimum scores in comparison with the

adoption of minimum grade point average cut-off scores. Business, home economics, and

80
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Table 21
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Primary Dellyery_Models_for_Vocational_Teacher_Education

pflivery Model

Baccalaureate degree, major

in a vocational program area

Ag Ed Bus Ed Wealth Nome Ec

II a 41 N 2 54 N 2 15 II 59

No. % NO. % /AA % Wit %

41 100 48 89 15 87 SS 93

Baccalaureate degree, major

in subject matter (not in

education) 9 22 15 28 2 13 16 27

Baccalaureate degree,

double major in subiit--

matter and education 6 IS 8 15 1 7 11 19

Postbaccalsureate program

leading toward gradUate

degree

Postbaccalaureate nondegree

00 program

Certification for non-

baccalaureate degree

teachers

Other

17 41 30 56 10 67 23 39

7 17 14 26 6 40 11 19

6 11 11 73 6 10

1 2 1 2 0 2 3

OfIr Ed

N 37

Ng. %

lech

N a

NO.

Ed/lA

58

%

1 4 1

N S8

NO. %

Sp Needs

N al 11

No, %

37 100 49 84 46 79 2 18

10 27 16 28 10 17 0

4 11 10 17 8 14 0

18 49 26 45 22 38 3 27

9 24 8 14 14 24 5 45

4 II 9 16 37 64 0

1 3 2 3 2 3 1 9

6 7



2.30 2.25 2.20

3% 3% 6%

Figure 2. Admission requirements for agricultural teacher education: Cumulative

grade point average (ll = 36; M = 2.43).
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2.25
4%

Figure 3. Admission requirements for agricultural teacher education: Grade point

average in academic major (n = 24; m = 2.40).
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2.25
5%

Figure 4. Admission requirements for agricultural teacher education: Grade point

average in education courses (n = 22; M. 2.41).
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2.51 2%
2.75 4%
2 80 2%
3 50 2%

2 25 8%

2 30 4%

Figure 5. Admission requirements for business teacher education: Cumulative grade

point average (n = 53; M = 2.47).
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2.50 2.75
68% 6%

3.00
3%

2.25
6%

Figure 6. Admission requirements for business teacher education: Grade point

average in academic major (a = 31; M = 2.43).
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2,25 7%

Figure 7. Admission requirements for business teacher education: Grade point

average in education courses (n = 28; M = 2.40).
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1
2.50
53%

2.25
7%

Figure 8. Admission requirements for health occupations teacher education:

Cumulative grade point average (n = 15; M = 2.23).
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2.50
50%

Figure 9. Admission requirements for health occupations teacher education: Grade

point average in academic major (a = 8; M = 2.44).
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Z 00
4 0 %

Figure 10. Admission requirements for health occupations teacher education: Grade

point average in education courses (a = 5; M = 2.36).



Z50 65%

2.25 7%
2.30 4%

Figure 11. Admission requirements for home economics teacher education:

Cumulative grade point average (n = 55; M = 2.42).
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Z50
69% 2.75

6%
3.00
3%

2.25
3%

Figure 12. Admission requirements for home economics teacher education: Grade

point average in academic major (ll = 35; m = 2.42).



Figure 13. Admission requirements for home economics teacher education: Grade

point average in education courses (n = 29; M = 2.37).
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2.50 66%

2.51 3%

2.75 9%

2.80 3%
2.0C 3%

2.20 6%

2.25 9%

2.30 3%

Figure 14. Admission requirements for marketing teacher education: Cumulative grade

point average (n = 35; M = 2.40).
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2.25
10%

Figure 16. Admission requirements for marketing teacher education: Grade point

average in education courses (n = 21; M = 2.39).
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2.50 64%

2.30 4%

2.75 6%

3.50 2%

2.00 13%

2.20 6%
2.25 6%

Figure 17. Admission requirements for technology teacher education/industrial arts:

Cumulative grade 'int average (a = 53; M = 2.43).
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2.25 9%

Figure 18. Admission requirements for technology teacher educationfmdustrial arts:

Grade point average in academic major (n = 33; m = 2.42).
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2.25
10%

Figure 19. Admission requirements for technology teacher educationfindustrial arts:

Grade point average in education courses (a = 30; M = 2.44).



2.30 2.20
2.25 4%
6%

Figure 20. Admission requirements for trade and industiial teacher education:

Cumulative grade point average (n = 47; M = 2.39).
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2.75
7%

Figure 21. Admission requirements for trade and industrial teacher education: Grade

point average in academic major (n = 27; M = 2.35).
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2.50
50%

2.25
8% \

2.00
39%

2.80
4%

Figure 22. Admission requirements for trade and industrial teacher education: Grade

point average in education courses (n = 28, hi= 2.14).
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2.00
50%

Figure 23. Admission requirements for vocational special needs teacher education:

Grade point average in education courses (n = 6, M = 2.63).
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Teachqr Fdgcation Admission Requirements: National Teacher's Examination

Teacher

preparation

area

Agricultural education

Business education

Health occupations

education

Nome economics education

Marketing education

Technology education/

industrial arts

Trade end industrial

education

Vocational special needs

Others

National Teecher'g Emmet

General

kn2witgle

No. of

institutions Communication

No. of

inStitutkoni

Professional

knowledge

No. of

Institutions

Area

exams.

312.21 a 406.64 II 494.57 7

429.64 13 493.00 13 470.00 9

.. ..*

372.41 13 433.77 13 365.22 10

401.00 7 436.00 9 362.92 6

409.45 13 477.10 13 403.50 10

360.83 9 306.60 7 305.90 6 --

_ ..* ., .

No. of

institutions

Note: NTE figures are average minimum standard scores as reported by colleges and universities for the specific vocations( teacher education program
area.

an(5; data not reported.
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technology education had the greatest number of respondents, while health occupations

education and vocational special needs had fewer than five respondents for any one of the

NTE areas; thus, scores are not reported for these programs. Virtually no vocational
teacher education program requires area examination from the NTE as an admission

requirement.

Within the three NTE areas for whk i scores are required for admission into teacher

education, there are wide variations. In general knowledge, scores ranged frtxn an average

of three hundred and twelve (agricultural education, ti sx 8) to four hundred and thirty

(business education, j = 13). In communications, requited scores ranged from three

hundred and seven (trade and industrial, n = 7) to four hundred and ninety-three (business

education, n = 13). In professional knowledge, the range was three hundred and six (trade

and industrial, n = 6) to four hundred and ninety-five (agricultural education, ti :lc 7).

Curriculum Parameters

What is the total number of credits required in vocational teacher education
programs? How many credits are required in general studies? These and other questions

relating to curriculum parameters were asked of the seventy-eight respondents to the

Institutional Questionnaire. Their answers are summarized in Tables 29 ,s(',' lester-system

institutions) and 30 (quarter-system institutions). Data for any categories in Tables 29 and

30 that have fewer than five respondents were omitted (e.g., special needs).

The total number of semester credits required for all vocational teacher education

programs is one hundred and twenty-eight. Agricultural education reported the highest

number of semester credits required for graduation with an average of slightly more thaii

one hundred and thirty-one total credit hours (a = 34,, ome economics (n. = 50) required

nearly one hundred and twenty-nine.

Approximately thirty-seven percent of all curriculum requirements for vocational

teacher education programs are in general studies (typically courses in mathematics,
science, English, humanities, social studies, and other areas of arts and science). Only

slight differences were reported for program area requirements for general studies. The
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range was nearly forty-eight credit hours far agricultural education (n = 25) to nearly forty-

six credit hours for home economics education (n = 45).

Approximately twenty-seven percent to thirty-six percent of the total semester credit

hours requited for graduation by vocational teacher education students must be in content

courses; that is, the students' specific teaching field. Typically these are majordilubject

matter courses or experiences (e.g., from academic units in agriculture, business, family

and child development, technology, or engineering). The nearly fcrty-seven hours

semester credit istquired by agricultural education (n = 33) in subject-matter was followed

closely by home economics with forty-six (a = 47) and business education with nearly

forty-six Ui = 39). The minimum was an average of nearly thirty-six credit hours requited

by health occupations education (n = 11).

Next, respondents were asked to provide information about the maximum credits

allowed or required for occupational experience or businessAndusny internship. Trade and

industrial education (n :2 14), health occupations education = 6), and technology

education (n = 5) reported the highest maximum allowances with approximately twenty-

two, twenty-one, and sixteen semester credit hours, respectively. Marketing education (n

= 8) reported the lowest requirement or allowance for occupational experience/internships

with five semester credit hours. Only two vocational teacher education programs allow

academic credit to be earned through the use of occupational competency testing. Trade

and industrial education allows or requires up to nearly twenty-sewn semester credits

(approximately twenty-one percent of total credits required for graduation) through

competency testing (i.e., Nocm exams) (n = 21); health occupations follows closely with

twenty-six (n = 6) or about twenty percent of the credits typically required for graduation.

Vocational pedagogy requirements, typically comprised of program specific or

. general vocational curriculum, methods, laboratory or shop management, or cooperative

education courses are also reported in Tables 29 and 30. The minimum number of
pedagogy semester credit hours required was about twelve (business education, n = 32);

the maximum was sixteen (health occupationsAducation, D. = 13).

Education foundation courses are education courses offered outside vocational

education such as educational psychology, multicultural education, educational philosophy,

and so forth. Responses to the Institutional Questionnaire found the average number of

9 3
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Table 29

u

111111' 11111 .1116 11111 11111 111111 1111 11111 111111 11111 tile! filo:

'I.

category

Vocational teacher edUcolion grogram ems with number of respondents

o Ed Rua Ed ____Ngalth _LISMili..__ mot Id loch Ed/la JILL Sp Needs
Sem. No. of Sem. No. of Sem. No. of Sam. No. of Sem. No. of Seo. No. of Sem. No. of Sem. No. of

cr.hrs. rem. cr.hrs, reso. crlhre. tellip. cr.hrs. rem. cr.hrs. resp. cr.hrS. _MM. cr.hrs. repo. cr.hrs, resp,

Total credits

required for

graduation 131.24 34 127.73 42 127.64 11 128.70 50 12735 28 128.12 47 127.67 45 ..9

Credits required in

general studies°

Subject matter

47.69 35 46.31 39 46.79 14 45.81 45 47.18 28 46.5, 46 46.10 41 ..9

credits requiredh 46.85 33 45.82 39 35.54 11 46.29 47 43.23 26 43.62 43 39.58 34 ..9

Occupational

experience:. 7.57 7 8.40 5 20.66 6 7.50 10 5.12 8 15.80 5 21.78 14 -0.
11.04
Fish Competency

testingd -.9 --g 26.00 6 --9 --g 26.52 21 ..9

Vocational pedagogye

credits required 12.63 30 11.68 32 16.23 13 11.92 40 13.58 24 13.61 36 15 413 37 ..9

Educational

foundationf credits

required 11.62 29 14.11 36 14.07 15 14.53 40 15.04 27 14.47 36 13.34 35 . -g

Credits required in

student teaching 10.02 32 10.03 40 9.58 12 10.03 47 10.09 28 10.54 41 9.83 36 ..9

Other ..h
4 ..h 5 ..h

2 ..h 9 ..h
1

..h 9 .11 8 ..9

atypically courses in pematics, science, English, humanities, social studies, and other areas of arts and sciences. 6Typicelly major or content
courses or experiences (e.g., from academic units in agriculture, business, family and child development, engineering). cMaximon credits allowed or
required for occupational experience or business/industry internship. dNaximum credits allowed or required for competency testing (i.e., NOCTi
exams). atypically in program specific or general vocational curriculum, methods, laboratory or shop menagement, cooperative education courses.
fEducation courses offered outside vocational education such as educational psychology, multicultural education, educational philosophy. 96'5; ri
data reported. hSee discussion.
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Table 30

Curriculum_yeguirements by Vocational Teacher Education Program Areas: Quarter System

Vocational teacher educationirrogram areas with number of respondents

As Ed Bus Ed Health Nome Ec Mk Ed Tech Ed/1A T i 1 Sp Needs

Category

Qtr.

cr.hrs.

No. of

resp._

GU.

cr.hrs.

No. of

resp.

Qtr. No. of

cr.hrs, resp

Qtr.

cr,hrs.

No. of

resp.

Qtr.

cr.hrs,

No. of

resp.

Qtr.

cr.hrs.

No. of

resp.

Qtr. No. of

cr.h...s, resp.

Qtr. No. of

cr.hrs. resp.

Total credits

required for

graduation 195.8 5 193.63 8 -9 193.00 9 194.14 7 188.56 9 195.63 9

Credits required in

general studiesa 66.00 6 62.40 10 --g 56.00 9 65.00 7 53.90 '0 62.89 9

Subject matter

credits requiredb 71.00 5 56.75 8 ..9 58.25 8 58.16 6 65.87 8 51.00 7 g

Occupational

experience( 9 . , 9 -.9 9 ..9 ..g - -SI
Go
Go

Competency

test ingd ..9 -.9 - -9 g -9 -SI 38.42 7

Vocational pedagogye

credits required 20.80 5 19.12 8 -g 19.42 7 26.16 6 15.28 7 28.57 7 -.9

Educational

foundat or credits

required 14.80 5 20.00 8 ..g 20.25 8 17.67 6 24.13 8 17.71 7 -.9

Credits reqrited in

studenC loaching 13.40 S 1.29 7 --9 10.50 )5 14.40 5 13.43 7 13.71 7 g

Other
1

..h
2 -.h 1

atypically courses in mathemAtics, science, English, humanities, social studies, and other areas of Lifts and sciences. btypically major content

courses or experiences (e.g., from academic units in agriculture, bus;ness, family and child development, engineering). cMaximum credits allowed or
required for occupational experience Of business/industry internship. dMaximun credits /*flowed or required for competency testing (i.e., NOCTI
exams). elypically In program specific or general vocational curriculum, methods, laboratory or shop management, cooperative education courses.
(

Education courses offered outside vocational education such as educational psychology, multicultural education, educational philosophy. 9n(5; no
data reported. hSee discussion.
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semester credits i:i educational foundation courses ranged from nearly twelve (agricultural

education, n = 29) to fifteen (marketing education, n = 27).

There was little difference between the number of student teaching credit hours

required by program areas. Nearly all require ten semester hours with a range from 9.58 in

health occupations education (n = 12) to 10.54 in technology education (ji = 41).

The last category listed in Table 29 was titled Other in which respondents were

given an opportunity to list other curriculum requirements. Among the requirements listed

were computer literacy (one respondent), special education course (two respondents), and

cognate (one respondent).

Table 30 pre 'nts data about curriculum requirements from colleges and universitif.s

with vocational teactler education programs that use a quarter system. It should be noted

that io program area data are reported for categories in Table 30 with less than five

respondents. Compared with Table 29, Table 30 has considerably more categories for

which no data arc reported which corresponds to the smaller numbers of institutions using

the quarter system (.1,s opposed to the semester system).

In terms of total quarter credit hours required for graduation, program areas

reported an averaF,e difference of slightly more than seven credit hours: Nearly one

hundred and eight-nine for techno:zgy education (ja = 9) to one hundred and ninety-six for

agricultural educLtion = 5). With n = 5, no data was reported from health occupations

education and voc ational special needs.

The avera,,..e number of quarter credit hours in general studies ranged from fifty-

four in technology -.clucation (il = 10) to sixty-six in agricultural education (.a = 6). Again,

there is no data reported for health occupations and vocational special needs.

There appears to be wide disparity in subject-matter credits required across program

areas of institutions using a quarter system. For example, trade and indusn-ial education (n

7) reported fifty-one subject matter credits required while agricultural education (a = 5)

reported seventy-one credits required.
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There were fewer than five respondents across all program areas to the query for

information about occupational experience requirements. For competency testing, only

trade and industrial education had an adequate number of responses for which to report

data: an average of thirty-eight (n = 7).

The variation for vocational pedagogy credits required ranged from fifteen quarter

credit hours for technology education = 7) to nearly twenty-nine for trade and industrial

education (Et = 7). Required education foundation credits ranged from near: fifteen quarter

credits in agricultural education (n = 5) to twenty-four in technology education (n = 8).

For credits required in student teaching, home economics education reported the

lowest number-10.5 (1). = 50) quarter credits. Otherwise, other program areas were

clustered between thirteen and fourteen credits required. With an = 5, no data is reported

for health occupations and vocational special needs.

Methods

Respondents were asked to identify methods or experiences, typically used to

prepare vocational education teachers, that were exit requirements from their institutions.

Respondents were also asked to write a brief description of the requirement. Their
responses are summarized in Table 31.

Nearly sixty percent of all institutions responding to this survey required
experiences in at least six of the identified categories. In rank order, the six experiences

include prestudent teaching activities in schools, computer applications, advising vocational

youth organizations, industry- or business-based experience, preparation to work with at-

risk or special needs students, and preparation to work with business- or industry-based

groups. Considerably fewer programs require methods or experiences on integrating basic

skills with vocational education, providing occupational guidance, or organizing and

administering adult vocational education classes.

Respondents were also given an opportunity to note methods/experiences used by

their institution that were not listed on the Institutional Questionnaire. Their responses

included requirements for a leadership seminar; safety concepts: curriculum development
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katjapds/Experigjices

Method
No. of

respondents Descriptions

Prestudent teaching
experience (early
clinical experience)

Industry- or business-
based occupational
experience

Preparation to work
with at-risk or
special needs
students

63 Responses varied: some
institutions required a
minimum of 1 cr. hr.,
others a maximum of 150
clock hours.

55 Responses varied: Some
institutions required
as little as 2,000 to
as much as 8,000 hours;
some noted as long as 6
years. T&I was men-
tioned most frequently
as requiring this type
of experience.

49 Twenty respondents
specifically noted a
3-credit course was
required for one or
more program areas.
Fourteen respondents
noted this requirement
was infused in one or
more cours.

5E FifIy-five respondentz,
noted that some fo7m of
computer literacy
courses were required;
25 specifically listed
a 3-, 4, or 5-hour
course: requirements
varied by program area.
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Table 31 (continued)

Methods/Experiences Us.2ci to Prepare Voca:ional
LducatioL_Teachers (Ex.il_Requirements)

Method
No. of

respondents Descriptions

Advising vocational
youth organizations

3rganizing/administering
adult voca:_ional
education classes

vocational/occupational
guidance

Preparation to work
with business- or
industry-based groups
(cooperative education
employers, advisory
committees, PIC
co.,;ncils, etc.)

Integrating basic skills
with vocational
education

56 Nine respondents noted
a 3-credit course was
required; requirements
vary between program
areas. Some have a
1-hour course, or topic
may be infused in
methoc.s courses.

28 Fulfillment of this
requirement varies:
some institutions have
1-, 2-, or 3-credit
course; others infuse
into existing courses.

32 Most respondents noted
that this requirement
was fulfilled through a
3-credit course or
through regular methods
courses.

4E. Requirements vary
widely for program
areas: some require
separate courses,
others integrate it
into existina courses.

Three respondents
require a 3-credit
course; others noted
basic skills are some-
what infused in regulaz
methods courses.
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(goals, objectives, task analysis, sequencing, performance-based instmction); and specific

courses (which were not identified other than by letter/number descriptions).

Exit Requirements

Respondents were asked to describe the exit requirements used by their institutions.

They were asked to indicate the minimum cut-off scores for each vocational teacher

education program area for (1) cumulative grade point average, (2) grade point average in

academic major, and (3) grade point average in education courses. Respondent data is

summarized in Figures 24 through 45.

Generally, the standard exit grade point average across all program areas for all

categories (i.e., cumulative grade point average, courses in academic major, and courses in

education) was 2.5 (with exception of grade point average in education courses for health

occupations education). It was interesting to note that the required exit cumulative grade

point average was less than the required admissions cumulative grade point average at

institutions responding to this study.

There was not a great variation overall between the numbers of institutions

reporting admissions and exit data for the NTE. However, exit scores were considerably

higher with much less variation between program area requirements (see Table 32). Data is

not reported for any categories with n = 5, which included all categories for health

occupations education and vocational special needs. Neither were there adequate responses

in the area exams category for agricultural, marketing. and trade and industrial education.

Genei al knowledge cut-off scores on the NM ranged from nearly six hundred and

forty-two (agricultural educaticlii, = 5) to six hundred and forty-six (business education,

n = 8). Again, exit requirements relating to communications reported by program areas had

little variation: 647.5 for agricultural education (n = 6) to 650.5 for business education (n

= 8). PrOfessional knowledge varied only from six hundred and forty-three (marketing

education, n = 8) to six hundred and forty-four (technoloey education, n = 9). Only three

program areas had adequate data to report minimum cut-off scores for area exams of the

NTE: business education, (539, n = 8), home economics education (508, n = 9), and

technology education (547.5, n 8).
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REFORM

An open-ended question was included on both the Institutional Questionnaire and

the National Survey of Professors of Vocational Teacher Education to determine any effects

on vocational teacher education emanating from education reform movements, state policy

board or legislative mandates, or administrative fiat at the college or universities suiveyed.

From the responses to the question, it is not possible to describe specifically the scope nor

to determine any specific effects of reform on vocational teacher education. The data does

not yield statistics or percentages related to various reform proposals such as those posited

by the Carnegie Forum on Education and the Economy (1986) and the Holmes Group

(1986). However, a few general themes did surface and are presented to provide
information. The themes and related commentary within the themes are provided in the

order in which the most comments were received.

Theme 1Increasca and/or Modifications in
Requirement. by the Institutions

It was apparent from the open-ended question that the greatest charptts in vocational

teacher education have been an increase in requirements imposed by scme colleges and

universities. The greatest change seems to be to stiffen the requirements for entry into

teacher education. Grade point 4verages have been raised, basic skills tests are increasingly

being required, and an increase in the number of general education or liberal studies are

being requiredall prior to admission into teacher education.

The second major requirement has been to increase the amount of time devoted to

student teaching and field-based internships. Some other process requirements for student

teaching have also been increased such as more specificity relative to assignment and

performance assessment.

The third major change has been to increase exit requirements. Similar to entrance

requirements, the changes seem to be to increase required grade point averages and

mandate minimal scores on examinations.
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Figure 24. Exit requirements for agricultural teacher education: Cumulative grade point

average (n = 34; M 2.36).
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Figure 25. Exit requirements for agricultural teacher education: Grade point average in

academic major (LI = 24; M = 2.44).
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Figure 26. Exit requirements for agricultural teacher education: Grade point average in

education courses (n 22; M = 237).
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Figure 27. Exit requirements for business teacher education: Cumulative grade point

average (n= 43; M = 2.65).
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Figure 28. Exit requirements for business teacher education: Grade point average in

academic major (II = 36; M = 2.44).
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Figure 29. Exit requiremel,Lb for business teacher education: Grade point average in

education courses (n = 29; M = 2.43).
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Figure 30. Exit requirements for health occupations teacher education: Cumulative

grade point average (ti = 12; hi= 2.22).
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Figure 31. Exit requirements for health occupations teacher education: Grade point
average in academic major (n = 9; M = 2.36).
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Figure 32. Exit requirements for health occupations teacher education: Grade point

average in education courses (n = 7; M = 2.36).
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Figure 33. Exit requirements for home economics teacher education: Cumulative grade

point average (n = 45; M = 2.40).
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Figure 34. Exit requirements for home economics teacher education: Grade point

average in academic major (a = 31; M = 2.44).
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Figure 35. Exit requirements for home economics teacher education: Grade point

average in education courses = 28; M = 2.44).
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Figure 36. Exit requirements for marketing teacher education: Cumulative grade point

average (n = 32; M = 2.37).
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Figure 37. Exit requirements for marketing teacher education: Grade point average in

academic major (n = 24; M = 2.45).
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Figure 38. Exit requirements for marketing teacher education: Grade point average in

education courses (n = 22; M = 2.32).
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Figure 39. Exit requirements for technology teacher education/industrial arts:

Cumulative grade point average (n = 43; M = 2.40).
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Figure 40. Exit requirements for technology teacher education/industrial arts: Grade

point average in academic major (n . 34; M = 2.43).



Figure 41 Exit requirements for technology teacher educationfindustrial arts: Grade

point average in education courses (n = 27; M = 239).
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Figure 42. Exit requirements for trade and industrial teacher education: Cumulative

grade point average (n = 40; M = 2.35).
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Figure 43. Exit requirements for trade and industrial teacher education: Grade point

average in ac mic major (n = 28; M = 2.42).
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Figure 44. Exit requirements for trade and industrial teacher education: Grade point

average in education courses (a = 27; M = 2.33).
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Figure 45. Exit requirements for vocational special needs teacher education:

Cumulative grade point average (n = 5: M = 2.45).
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Table 32

Tea I. I 1 - I.

Teacher National TeacherIA Exam

preparation General No. of No. of

MAI I II

Agricultural education 641.80 5 641.50 6

Business education 646.00 650.50 8

Health occupations

education
a a

Home economics education 643.75 8 648.88 9

Marketing education 643.10 7 649.75 8

Technology education/

industrial arts 644.50 8 649.50 8

Trade and industrial

education 643.16 6 648.00 6

Vocational special needs
a a

00 Others

Profet:sional No. of Area No. of
a

a

a

a

643.16 6

643.17 9 538.75 8

a
N/A

643.63 11 507. 71 9

643.00 9

644.00 9 547.50 8

643.87 8

a
N/A

Nag: NTE figures are average minimum standard scores as reported by colleges and universities for the specific vocational teacher education

program area.

a
N<5; data not reported.
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There are some program structure changes. The major change here seems to be to

increase the number of credits or courses required in specific categories, such as in general

studies or the subject-matter disc'pline (e.g., from agriculture or business or family living).

At some institutions, the increfise it) the number of subject-related courses resulted in a

baccalaureate degree in vocational eJucation or in a specific vocational education program

area that is very similar to one offered b:, the subject-matter discipline. It should be noted

that these mandated changes are all external to departments of education and of vocational

education/colleges/schools; that is, some universiy-wide governance system has required

the changes.

Closely related, several (at least seven) representatives reported that their college or

university was requiring a fifth-year or a postbaccalaureate program for (at least) some of

their vocational programs. Business and marketing education were sometimes mentioned

specifically as being phased into a five-year program. Others were beginning to require a

second major in arts and sciences or a "second concentration" in a basic academic

discipline. One university reporteri inat a "professional semester" was now requirtd for all

those wishing to earn a teaching credential from the university.

At some colleges and universities, actual curriculum reform (as contrasted with an

increase in the number of courses) seems to be occurring. Some reported moving toward a

core vocational education curriculum, as well as a core of college of education and

university courses; thus, in effect, refocusing courses and narrowing electives and

program-specific pedagogy. At some institutions, the applied courses (e.g., in secretarial

science, office systems, technology, and trade areas)as a result of reform or restructuring

effortsare being offered throug' associate degrees at technical institutes or community

colleges. Thus, the upper-division courses have been refocused and the degree resembles

other baccalaureate programs at the university. The 2+2+2 program structure concept was

also mentioned as an impetus to further support curriculum reform of upper-level

baccalaureate courses.

Courses have been added to the teacher preparation program for many vocational

educators. Such additional courses have included additional methods courses, computer

literacy, evaluation and measurement, instructional technology, and special needs. in some

institutions, some of these courses (except methods) are taught generically, that is, for all



prospective teachers. One institution also reported developing specific requirements for

elementary, secondary, and middle school youth.

Theme 2State Policy and Certification Changes

A second theme, much less frequently mentioned than Theme 1, centered around

state-mandated changes for vocational teacher education. Several state policy changes, no

doubt, provided the catalyst for the many changes discussed under Them: 1. However,

many respondents provided information that related specifically to mandated state policy or

certification changes that were affecting theii programs, in contrast with co:lege or

university endeavors (Theme 1).

The major comments here were that states have primarily mandated structural

changes in teacher education and increased the requirements for certification for all teachers;

and, frequently, vocational education must comply with the mandates. For example,

several mentioned that the state is forcing them into a fifth-year or a postbaccalaureate

program. Many mentioned that state exit examinations will be or are being required in

education, general knowledge, subject matter, and area knowledge. Several mentioned

increased state requirements in student teaching hours and scores on basic skills tests.

There were a few comments on subject-specific state policy or certification
requirements. In some states, the minimum preparation for tade and industrial education

teachers has been raised, including increased professional education coursework and

preparation to work with special needs students. Renewal requirements for nondegreed

teachers has also been increased in some states. One state, which is requiring a fifth-year

program, is allowing work experience to substitute for a baccalaureate degree for vocational

education teachers.

One state reported that its teacher education courses must be redesigned congruent

with seventy competencies mandated to be included in teacher education programs by that

state's department of education. One state is requiring all teachers to attend a state-offered

methods-of-instruction workshop. One state is requiring all teachers to complete a new

course in reading methods. Interesting, too, is that one state is requiring all university

methods and student teaching supervisors to have state certification in their sKcialties.
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Theme 3Elimination of Programs/Degrees

A few colleges and universities reported that they were considering or actually

phasing out all, some, or several aspects of their vocational education programs. It should

be noted that these institutional responses were in addition to the (at least ten)
administrators at colleges and universities who chose not to complete this survey's
Institutional Questionnaire because they were in the process of phasing out all (or most of)

their vocational education programs.

The major point here seemingly is that some institutions are actually eliminating

what was formerly technology or applied degrees and are only continuing to offer an

education degree. The "new" degree program is in education. Content-specialized staff are

being phased out and students must obtain their technical or vocational skills from a
community college or postsecondary technical school.

At least two universities reported that they were phasing out undergraduate degrees

granted in their College of Education. One university reported significant reduction in the

numbers of majors and specializations and a general clustering of majors into two large

vocational program areas.

Theme 4Student Concerns/Issues

Of great concern to many respondentsespecially professorswas the low student

census in vocational teacher education programs. Of specific note by institutional
respondents were the low enrollments in agricultural education and technology education,

especially considering their relatively large numbers of faculty.

Some concern was also expressed about the shift in focus of some c.olleges and

universities from education to industry-based training and development programs. Some

felt this may be causing enrollment declines in teacher education, especially in
postsecondary specialized classes.

There was also some concern f,xpressed about the increased emphasis on

nontraditional students (i.e., older-than-average students coming back to school) and the



"pressure" to work with nontraditional students. One respondent indicated that many

nontraditional students did not have the background to be successful in vocational teaching.

SUMMARY

The data and information presented in this monograph provide baseline data on

preservice vocational teacher education programs in the United States. Data was gathered

across the same dimensions from many colleges and universities which purport to offer

vocational teacher education programs. The results of this descriptive study are intended to

overcome the lack of knowledge about where, when, what, how, to whom, and by whom

vocational teacher education is provided. Findings from this data will not guide decision

makers with answers to "what works" in vocational teacher education, nor will they

translate into detailed courses of action for vocational teacher education. It is hoped that the

data and information will initiate a framework from which future research efforts can be

launched that will improve and strengthen the role and effectiveness of vocational teacher

education.

Vocational teacher education exists in some form at four hundred and thirty-two

colleges and universities in the fifty states, Puerto Rico, Guam, and Washington, DC.

This is approximately one-third of the more than twelve hundred American colleges and

universities which have the preparation of teachers as one aspect of their mission.

According to information in program area directories, them are ninety vocational teacher

education programs in agricultural education, two hundred and thirty-seven in business

education, thirty-one in health occupations education, twc hundred and sixty-seven in

home economi,:s education, eighty-nine in marketing education, one hundred and seventy-

eight in technology education (industrial arts), one hundred and twenty in trade and

industrial education, and ninety-nine in vocational special needs. A total of one hundred

and twelve colleges and universities offer four or more of the traditional vocational teacher

education programs. The four programs typically offered are in business, home
economics, technology, and trade and industrial education. However, this data is probably

somewhat inflated as many programs listed in various directoriesat least ten percent of

the totalhave not had graduates in the past three years or do not consider vocational

teacher education as part of their mission.
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All of vocational teacher education, where there are at least four or more programs,

is in public colleges and universities. The programs are administered in at least eight

school/college and six departmental structures, although the dominant administrative

structure is for all programs to be in a college of education in a comprehensive vocational

education department.

The largest average teacher education faculty units per college or university are in

agriculture and technology education; the smallest faculty units are in marketing education

and vocational special needs. The largest student enrollments currently are in business

education and trade and industrial education. Student census trends show a three-year

enrollment increase in vocational special needs, marketing education, business education,

and trade and industrial education. Decreases have been in agricultural education, home

economics, and technology education.

The overall compositeor profileof the vocational teacher educator is that he is a

white male, probably a full professor, tenured, and forty-nine and a half years old. If

indeed he is a full professor, he earned $43,030 for nine months employment in 1989. He

completed a doctoral degree in vocational education fourteen years agoperhaps from

Ohio State University. The typical professor had the equivalent of about four and a half

years of paid employment in at least two positions in business and industry. He had five

and a half years experience as a secondary teacher and either full- or part-time experience as

an adult education instructor. He has been working in higher education for sixteen years;

thirteen at the college or university where he is presently employed. He tends to be very

busy, spending fifty hours each week on his job: fifty-eight percent of the time in teaching,

twenty-four percent in service, and eighteen percent in scholarship. Vo,ational teacher

education faculty spend considerably more time in teaching and service activities and

considerably less time on scholarship than either they or their university desire; their

university particularly would prefer more time spent on scholarship. A vocational

education teacher educator typically teaches three undergraduate and two graduate

vocational pedagogy courses each year. It is also likely that he teaches subject-matter

courses. Apparently, the professor likes his job; he plans to remain in it, at least for the

next five years. Eleven percent are planning retirement within five years.

The major model for preparing a vocational education teacher is with a baccalaureate

degree, majoring in a vocational education program area. A second model, but much less
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frequently used, is through a postbaccalaureate program leading toward a graduate degree.

A substantial number of preserv:ze teacher education programs are also offered to certify

nonbaccalaureate degree teachers in trade and industrial and hcalth occupations education.

Generally, requirements to both enter and exit a vocational teacher education

program are a 2.5 cumulative GPA, a 2.5 GPA in an academic major, and a 2.5 GPA in

education courses. Few colleges or universities require a minimal score on the NTE to

enter a vocational teacher education program; however, some are nowrequiring an average

minimum score of six hundred and forty-four on general knowledge, a six hundred and

forty-nine on communications, and a six hundred and forty-three on professional

knowledge to exit.

Generally, the curriculum anatomy of a vocational teacher education student is as

follows: total required semester credits = 128; approximately thirty-seven percent or forty-

seven of those credits are in general studies; another forty-three credits (thirty-four percent)

arc in subject-matter courses typically offered in a college external to education or in

departments external to vocadonal education; fourteen cTedits are in vocational pedagogy;

fourteen credits are in education foundations; and ten credits are awarded for student

teaching. Other credits may be granted for occupational experience, which means the
student probably exceeded the minimum number of hours required for graduation by his or

her college or university. Trade and industrial education and health occupations education

allow about one-fifth of the total credits required for graduation to be awarded through

occupational competency testing.

As a part of the preparation to become a vocational teacher, it can generally be

assumed that students received industry- or business-based occupational experience,
preparation to work with at-risk or special-needs students, a course in computer
applications, preparation on advising vocational youth organizations, preparation to work

with business- or industry-based groups, and experience in a prestudent teaching clinical

environment. It is less likely that they received instruction in organizing or administering

adult vocational education classes, integrating basic skills with vocational education, or in

techniques identified with vocational guidance.

Recent changes in vocational teacher education emanating from educational reform

movements have been for colleges and universities to require or have imposed on them an
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increase in "something"; that is, the grade point or test score requirements for entry into

teacher education, the hours required for student teaching, exit requirements, credits or

courses in certain categories (e.g., general studies, subject-matter courses, methods), or the

length of time required to prepare teachers have been increased at many universities. A few

have engaged in actual curriculum reform by revising courses or redesigning program

structures to enhance vocational teacher preparation.

Finally, the data is intended to provide information from which to launch more

specific and informed studies and possibly to guide policy and decision making about

vocational teacher education. Study and possible further analysis of this data should foster

a better understanding of the complexities of vocational teacher education, its professoriate,

its curriculum and instruction parameters, and the possible effects on its growth and

development of various public policy and state-legislated reform movements. Supported

with good information and data, policymakers and vocational teacher educators can then

begin to reform meaningfully their vocational teacher education program.



DISCUSSION

This report provides data and related information about vocational teacher education

as offered in our nation's colleges and universities. The data was collected to overcome the

present lack of knowledge and information about where, when, what, how, to whom, and

by whom vocational teacher education is provided. The data is considered baseline and

should be useful for comparative purposes by other interested researchers in and about

(vocational) teacher education. The following is some discussion relative to the findings of

this study, tenets of the reform movement and their effects on vocational teacher education

(see, for example, Lynch & Griggs, 1989), and author perspective. This discussion is not

meant to be all inclusive; rather, it is offered to identify areas for further research,

anomalies in the findings, and some implications.

The Environment of Vocational Teacher Education

The database resulting from this study has been created from public colleges and

universities that offer four or more of the traditional vocational teacher education programs.

It is recognized that this parameter limited participation from many colleges and
universities, especially independent and church-related institutions. A cursory review of

Appendix AColleges and Universities with Vocational Teacher Education Programs
indicates that many traditional programs, especially in business education and home

economics education, are offered in church-related, independent schools. Sometimes, only

one traditional vocational program is offered at a particular college or university. It is

recommended that these programs be studied relative to the major tenets of the teacher

education reform movement, the programs' curriculum anatomy, admission and exit
requirements, enrollment trends, professorial demographics, and so forth.

It is also recognized that much vocational teacher education takes place out of the

traditional realm of college or university study. Perhaps as many as seventy-three percent

of trade and industrial education beginning teachers and fifty percent of health occupations

beginning teachers do not receive preservice teacher education from a college or univeisity:

rather, they receive their teacher education from state-sponsored inservice education or

from the employing agency (i.e., the school system) itself (Lynch & Griggs, 1989). Thus,

much of preservice vocational teacher education is not university-based. And, of course,



even some university-based preservice teacher education (as found in this study) is
designed to meet state certification minimal course requirements; this is in contrast with

planned, cohesive, and typically accredited programs of study leading toward a
baccalaureate degree in education. These nontraditional forms of vocational teacher

education a ) need to be studied relative to the major tenets of teacher education reform.

From the findings of this study, it can be conch_ led that a relatively small number

of U.S. colleges and universities are committed to preparing teachers for vocational
education programs. Only four hundred and thirty-two of the twelve hundred colleges and

universitiesprivate and publicoffering teacher education have at least One traditional

vucational teacher education program. About one hundred colleges and universities
approximately eight percent of the total providing teacher educationffer four or more
programs. They do so with various delivery models and probably for a comparatively

with other areas of teacher education) small enrollment. Thus, a national
comprehensive design and consistent delivery of vocational teacher education has yet to be

realized. This hopefully will be a subject for future research and action as national and state

policymakers continue to suggest or mandate overhaul in national and state vocational

education delivery systems. Where and how, for example, will the teachers be prepared to

meet the reform agenda for impruving secondary vocational education as suggested through

the National Assessment of Vocational Education? Where and how will the teachers be

prepared to meet the national commitment to vocational and technical training through

postsecondary and adult education, vs anticipated through the proposed, amended federal

Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education Act? Should vocational teacher education continue to

be concentrated primarily at a relatively few public universities?

The colleges and universities that are preparing vocational education teachers xre

relatively large public institutions, often land-grant by historical tradition. The dominant

administrative structure is to place all vocational tc;dcher education programs in a
comprehensive vocational education department in a college or school of education.

Although beyond the scope of this study, it would be helpful information to know if the

organizational structure of the program(s) has any correlation with the number of fult-time

faculty, faculty demographics and teaching loads, student census, curriculum and
instnictional changes emanating through reform efforts, and so forth.
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Completers (graduates) of preservice vocational teacher education declined overall

from 1987 through 1989. The underpinnings of this decline need to be analyzed further,

especially since enrollments in teacher education programs nationally (i.e., in elementary

and secondary education) are enjoying a general upswing. Is the decline in enrollment in

vocational teacher education continuing? Is there a relationship between student census and

administrative structure for the program? It is noted that respondents in this study reported

especially steep declines in agricultural education and home economics education. Could

the declines possibly be related to the tendency for these two programs not to be directly

administered with a College of Education?

The Vocational Teacher Education Professoriate

Contrary to some reports and speculation in the literature, the faculty in vocational

teacher education are relatively stable, well educated, and occupationally experienced.

Further, the vocational teacher educator tends to profile favorably and relatively similarly

with a profile gleaned from findings about secondary education professors (AACTE,

1987). A few examples: seventy-five percent of secondary education faculty are tenured

compared to sixty-eight percent of vocational teacher educators; ninety-three percent of

secondary professors are Caucasian, compared with ninety-one percent of vocational

education faculty; the average age for secondary professors is fifty-three compared with

forty-nine for vocational educaticn; and forty-five percent of secondary methods instructors

are full professors compared to thirty-eight percent of vocational teacher educators. A

larger percentage of vocational tea ;her educators have doctoral degrees than do their

secondary methods counterparts. Virtually all teacher educators have considerable teaching

experience and nearly all vocational teacher educators have occupational experience.

There does not appear to !le planned massive retirement nor exodus from the

profession in the near future. Fully seventy-one percent of vocational teacher educators

plan to remain at their present institution for at least the next five years. About eleven

percent plan to retire within five years; most of the others plan to move into higher

education administration or seek a position at another college or university.

It was interesting to note that faculty responses from both this and the AACTE

study indicate that faculty teach more than they believe their institutions desire and more
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than they think is ideal. Faculty in the AACTE survey spent even more of their time in

teaching-related activities than did vocational teacher educators responding to this study.

The ideal/desired by institution/actual time spent triad of research, teaching, and scholarship

warrants further study for education professors, perhaps as contrasted with arts and science

faculty, subject matter faculty, and others and as expected and practiced in various types of

colleges and universities. Interesting, too, is the fact that nearly fifty percent of faculty in

vocational teacher education teach not only pedagogy, but in their subject area as well.

The low numbers of Black!, ,5.5%) and other minorities (total of 3.5%) in the

vocational teacher education ranks is alarming. The number of Hispanics is negligible.

Much has been written recently about the need to recruit minorities into teaching, this study

(and that of the AACTE) makes it quite clear that recruiting and related support activities

also must occur to attract and nurture minorities into teacher education. It is encouraging

that twelve percent of the vocational education assistant professors are Black; however, the

actual number (seventeen) is relatively small.

Finally, with respect to professors of vocational education, it is hoped that
subsequent research w:'l seek answers to questions raised through the findings of this

study related to the interactive effects of gender, salary, rank, race, program area,
administrative stnicture, and type of institution.

Vocational Teacher Education Curriculum and Instruction
Within a Context of Educational Reform

How have major national education reform movements and the related demand for

massive overhaul in the preparation of beginning teachers affected vocational teacher

education? Neither the design of this study nor the findings permit cause and effect

relationships; that is, it cannot be determined whether the major tenets undergirding reform

in teacher education generally have affected vocational teacher education specifically.

However, a few observations can be gleaned from the recent literature and this study.

Most of the national policy reports or mandates regarding teacher education
essentially called for reform in curriculum (e.g., in increased liberal arts and/or subject

matter) and reform in program structure or delivery systems (e.g., from baccalaureate
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preparation to postbaccalaureate preparation). At the macro or national level, nearly all

vocational teacher education programs are primarily delivered through a baccala4reate

degree delivery model. Only six of the seventy-eight universities have eliminated

baccalaureate-level preparation in any (but interestingly, not all) of their vocational teacher

education programs. Acmally, fmdings verify that vocational teacher education tends to be

delivered through a variety of models, including nondegree programs and certification

courses for those who do not currently have nor plan to acquire a baccalaureate dew= prior

to teaching. The delivery models that tire used to prepare vocational education teachers an,

tailored to the educational background and occupational experiences of the prospective

teacher. Several delivery options are available at each institution.

It is not possible to determine the extent to which curriculum parameters for

ocational teacher education programs have changed as a result of reform efforts.

However, anecdotal evidence and some data from this study's institutional and professors'

surveys would indicate that macro, significant changes have not been made. Within the

primary model of offering a baccalaureate degree in a vocational education program area,

the typical vocational teacher preparation curriculum consists of one hundred and twenty-

eight semester credits; forty-seven in general studies, forty-three in subject matter, fourteen

in methods courses, fourteen in educational :oundations, and ten in student teaching.

According to AACIE data (1987), secondary education majors complete one hundred and

thirty-five semester credits as follows: fifty-two in general studies, thirty-nine in an

academic major, einteen in an academic minor, seven in methods courses, nine in

educational foundafons, and ten in student teaching. Thus, it seems as though vocational

teacher education majors take fewer overall credits, fewer in general studies, and fewer in

subject matter than secondaiy education majors. Vocational education majors tend to take

more credits in methods courses and education foundations. However, it is noted that there

are differences in curriculum parameters among the vocational education programs.

Finally, the greatest change in vocational teacher education in the past few yearsat

least at the macro or national levelhas probably been to stiffen requhements into teacher

education. Grade point averages have been increased (to a 2.50), a minimum score is often

required on a basic skills test, and other requirements have been imposed to monitor tilt!.

"quality" of those who might become teachers. A second possible change at the macro

level may have been to increase the credit hours and time devoted to student teaching or

other clinical-type experiences with the public :-_hools.
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APPENDIX A

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES WITH VOCATIONAL TEACHER
EDUCATION PROGRAMS

AG BUS HLTH HOME MKTG SPCL TECH
STATE/INSITTUTION ED ED ED EC ED NEEDS ED T&I

ALABAMA

Alabama A&M x x x

Alabama State University

Auburn University x x

Jacksonville State University

Livingston University

Oakwood College

Samford University

Tuskegee University

University of Alabama,
Birmingham

University of Alabama,
Tuscaloosa

University of Montevallo

University of North Alabama

ALASKA

Alaska Pacific University

University of Alaska

ARIZONA

Arizona State University

Northern Arizona University

University of Arizona x x

ARKANSAS

Arkansas State University

Arkansas Tech University

Harding University

Henderson State University

John Brown University
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APPENDIX A
(continued)

AG BUS HLTH HOME MKTG SPCL TECH
STATE/INSTITUTiON ED ED ED EC ED NEEDS El) T&I

Ouachita Baptist University

Southern Arkansas University x

University of Arkansas, x x x x x x

Fayetteville

University of Arkansas, x
Little Rock

University of Arkansas, x x
Pine Bluff

University of Arkansas x
State University

University of
Central Arkansas x xx x

CALIFORNIA

California Polytechnic State x x

University, San Luis Obispo

California State Polytechnic x x x x
University, Pomona

California State University, x x

Chico

California State University, x x x x x

Fresno

California State University, x x x

Long Beach

California State University, x x

Los Angeles

California State University, x x x

Northridge

California State University, x x

Sacramento

Christian Heritage College

Humboldt State University x x

Loma Linda State University x

Pacific Union College

Point Loma Nazarene College x 1
San Diego State University x x
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APPENDIX A
(continued)

AG BUS HLTH HOME MKTG SPCL TECH
STATE/INSTITUTION ED ED ED EC ED NEEDS ED T&I

San Francisco State x x x x x x

University

San Jose State University x

University of California, Davis x x x

University of California, x

Los Angeles

Whittier College x

COLORADO

Adams State College x x

Colorado State University x x x x x x x x

Metropolitan State College x x

University of Southern Colorado x

Western State College x

CONNECTICUT

Central Connecticut State x x x x x x

University

St. Joseph College x

University of Connecticut x x

Central Connecticut State x x

University

DELAWARE

Delaware State College x x x x x

University of Delaware x x x x

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

The George Washington University x

FLORIDA

Bethune-Cookrnan College x

Florida A&M University x x x x

Florida International x x x x

University

Florida State University x

University of Central Florida x x x



APPENDIX A
(continued)

STATEANSTITUTION
AG BUS HLTH HOME
ED ED ED EC

University of Florida x

University of North Florida

University of South Florida x x

University of West Florida x x

GEORGIA

Albany State College x

Beny College x

Fort Valley State College x x

Georgia College x x

Georgia Southern College x

Georgia State University x x

Savannah State College

University of Georgia x x x x

Valdosta State College x

West Georgia College x

MKTG
ED

SPCL
NEEDS

TECH
ED T&I

x

x

x x x

x x x x

x

x x x

x x

x

x

x

x x x x

x

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

GUAM I
Guam Community College x

HAWAII I
Brigham Young University x

IUniversity of Hawaii x x x x x x

IDAHO

Boise State University x

Idaho State University x x x 111

Northwest Nazarene College x x

University of Idaho x x x x x x I
ILLINOIS

Bradley University x I
Chicago State University x x

Eastern Illinois University x x x x
1

I
1 ,1 5
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APPENDIX A
(continued)

AG BUS MTh HOME MKTG ;.)00., TECH

STATE/INSTITUTION ED ED ED EC ED NEEDS ED T&I

Illinois State University x x x x x

Nonhern Illinois University x x x

Olivet Nazarene College x

Southern Illinois x x x x x x x x

University, Carbondale

Southern Illinois University, x x

Edwardsville

University of Illinois, x x x x x x

Champaign-Urbana

Western Illinois University x x x x x x

INDIANA

Bali State University x x x x x

Butler University x x

Goshen College x

Indiana State University x x x x x

Indiana University x x

Manchester Coll:: ge x

Marian College x

Purdue University x x x x x

University of Southern Indiana x

IOWA

Iowa State University x x x x x

University of lowa x x

University of Northern Iowa x x x x x

Wartburg College x

Westmar College x

William Penn College x

KANSAS

Bethel College x x

Emporia State University x x x x

Fort Hays State University x x x
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APPENDIX A
(continued)

AG BUS HLTH HOME MXTG SPCL TECH
STATE/INSTITUTION ED ED ED EC ED NEEDS ED T&I

Friends University

Kansas State University x x x

McPherson College x x I
Pittsburg State University x x x

University of Kansas x I
Wichita State University x x

KENTUCKY I
Berea College x x

Eastern Kentucky University x x x x i
Ge.orgetown College x

Kentucky State University x x x

1Morehead State University x x x x x

Murray State University x x x x x x x

Northern Kentucky x x I
University of Kentucky x x x x

University of Louisville x x x x . I
Western Kentucky x x x x x x x

University

LOUISIANA I
Grambling State University x x x

Louisiana State University x x x x x x I
Louisiana Tech University x x x

McNeese State University x x I
Nicholls State University x x x

Northeast Louisiana University x x I
Northwestern State University x x x x

of Louisiana

Southeastern Louisiana University x x x I
Southern University, x x x x

New Orleans I
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APPENDIX A
(continued)

AG BUS HLTH HOME MKTG SPCL TECH
STATE/INSTITUTION ED ED ED EC ED NEEDS ED T&I

University of Southwestern
Louisiana

MAINE

Husson College

University of Maine, Farmington

University of Maine, Orono

University of Southern Maine

MARYLAND

Hood College

Morgan State University

University of Maryland, x x
College Park

University of Maryland,
Princess Anne

MASSACHUSETTS

Fitchburg State Col leg

Framingham State College

Salem State College

Suffolk University

University of Massachusetts

Westfield State College

MICHIGAN

Adrian College

Andrews University

Central Michigan University

Eastern Michigan University

Ferris State University x x

Madonna College

Marygrove College

Michigan State University x x

Northern Michigan University x



APPENDIX A
(continued)

AG BUS HLTH HOME MKTG SPCL TECH
STATE/INSTITUTION ED ED ED EC ED NEEDS ED Tad

Wayne State University x x x
II

Western Michigan University x x x x x

MINNESOTA I
Bemidji State University x x x x

College of St. Catherine x I
College of St. Scholastica x

Concordia College x I
Gustavus Adolphus College x

Mankato State University x x x I
Moorhead State University x x x

St. Cloud State University x x x x ISouthwest State University x

University of Minnesota, x x

Duluth 1
University of Minnesota, x x x x x x

St. Paul

%lona State University x I
MISSISSIPPI

Alcorn State University x x x x I
Delta State University x x

Jackson State University x x 1
Mississippi College x x

Mississippi State x x x x x x x

University I
Mississippi University x

for Women 1
Mississippi Valley State x

University

Rust College x III
University of Mississippi x

IUniversity of Southern x x x

Mississippi
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APPENDIX A
(continued)

AG BUS HLTH HOME MKTG SPCL TECH
STATE/INSTITUTION ED ED ED EC ED NEEDS ED T8r1

MISSOURI

Central Missouri State University x x x

Fontbonne College x

Lincoln University x x x x

Mineral Area College x

Missouri Southern State College x x

Missouri Western State College x

Northeast Missouri State x x x

University

Northwest Missouri State x x x x

University

Schools of the Ozarks x

Southeast Missouri State x x x

Southwest Missouri State x x x

The School of the Ozarks x x

University of Missouri x x x x x x x x

William Woods College x

MONTANA

Eastern Mont= College x

Montan'a State University x x x x x

Northern Montana College x x

Northern Montana University x

University of Montana x x x

Western Mmtana College x x

NEBRASKA

Chadron State College x x x x

Kearney State College x x x x

Nebraska Western College x

Peni State College x

Union College x
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APPENDIX A
(continued)

STATE/INSTITUTION01.1.11.=wmiiE1PMIPn i
University of Nebraska, x x x x x x x x

Lincoln

AG BUS MTH HOME MKTG SPCL TECH
ED ED ED EC ED NEEDS ED TBLI

University of Nebraska,
Omaha

Wayne State College x x x x x

NEVADA I
University of Nevada x x x x

NEW HAMPSHIRE I
Keene State College x x

New Hampshire College x x I
Plymouth State College/University x

of New Harnrshire System

Rivier College x I
University of New Hampshire x x

NEW JERSEY I
College of Saint Elizabeth x

Cook College-Rutgers x x x I
Glassboro State College x x x

Jersey City State College x I
Kean College of New Jersey x

Montclair State College x x x x x IRider College x x

Rutgers University x x x

Trenton State College x x x x x i
NEW MEXICO

Eastern New Mexico University x x x x I
New Mexico Highlands University x

New M.:.xico State University x x x I
University of New Mexico x xx xx
Western New Mexico University x I
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APPENDIX A
(continued)

AG BUS IlL771 MK CG SPCL TECH
STATE/INSTITUTION ED ED ED EC EID NEEDS ED Tad

NEW YORK

Bernard M. Baruch College

Concordia College

Cornell University

Herbert H. Lehman College

Marymount College

Nazareth College of Rochestex

New York Institute of
Technology

New York University

Pace University

State University College,
Buffalo

State University College, Oneonta

State University College, Oswego

S Ate University College,
Plausburg

State University of New York,
Buffalo

Syracuse University

The City University of New York

Queens College of the City of
New York

NORTH CAROLINA

Appalachian State University

Bennett College

Campbell University

East Carolina University

Elizabeth State University

Fayetteville State University

Mars Hill College
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APPENDIX A
(continued)

AG BUS HLTH HOME MKTG SPCL TECH
STATE/INSTITUTION ED EID ED EC ED NEEDS ED T&I

aMEN=0.1..m.

North Carolina A & T x x x x
University

North Carolina Central University

North Carolina State z x x X x
University

Saint Augustine's College

University of North Carolina, x x x

Greensbao

Western Carolina University x x x x

Winston-Salem State University

NORTH DAKOTA

Dickinson State College

Mayville State College

Minot State College

North Dakota State School
of Science

North Dakota State University x

University of North Dakota x x x x

Valley City State College

OHIO

Ashland College

Bowling Green State University x x

Central State University

Cleveland State University

College of Mount St. Joseph

Defiance Colicle

Kent State University x x x x x x x

Miami University

Ohio Northern University

Ohio State University x x x x x x x

Ohio University
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APPENDIX A
(continued)

AG BUS HLTH HOME MKTG SPCL 1ECH
STATE/INSTITUTION ED ED ED EC ED NEEDS ED TALI

Rio Grande College x

University of Akron x x

University of Dayton x x

University of Toledo x x

Wilmington College x

Wright State University x

Youngstown State University x

OKLAHOMA

Cameron University x x

Central State University x x x x x x

East Central University x x x

Langston University x x

Northeastern State University x x x

Northwestern Oklahoma Stare x x x

University

Oklahoma State University x x x x x x x

Panhandle State University x x x x

Southeastern Oklahoma State x x x

University

Southwestern Oklahoma State x x x

University

University of Science and Arts x x

of Oklahoma

OREGON

Eastern Oregon State College x

George Fox College x

Linfielj College x

Oregon State University x x x x x x x

Portland State University x

Southern Oregon State College x x
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(continued)

AG BUS HUTH HOME MKTG SPCL TECH I
STATE/INSTITUTION ED ED ED EC ED NEEDS ED T&I..-----
PENNSYLVANIA

I
Albright College x

Bloomsburg University x x I
California University of x

Pennsylvania I
Cheyney University of x x

Pennsylvania

Drexel University x I
Grove City College x

Immacu lata College x 1
Indiana University of x x 3: x x

Pennsylvania

Mansfield University of x I
Pennsylvania

Marywood College x x x I
Mereyhurst College x

Messiah College A IMillersville University x

Pennsylvania State x x x x x

University I
Robert Morris College x

Sewn Hill College x

1
Shippensburg University x

Temple University x x x x

University of Pittsburgh x x x i
Villa Maria College x

York College of Pennsylvania x III

PUERTO RICO

University of Puerto Rico x x x x I
RHODE ISLAND

Johnson & Wales College x I
Rhode Island College X Y X
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APPENDIX A
(continued)

AG BUS ELM HOME MKTG SPCL TECH
STATE/INSTITUTION ED ED ED EC ED NEEDS ED T&I

University of Rhode Island x x x

SOUTH CAROLINA

Bob Jones University x

Clemson University x x x x

Lander College x x

South Carolina State College x x x

University of South Carolina x

Winthrop College x x

SOUTH DAKOTA

Black Hills State College x x

Dakota State University x x

Northern State College x x x

South Dakota State University x x

University of South Dakota x

TENNESSEE

Austin Peay State University x

Carson-Newman College x

Columbia State Community x

College

East Tennessee State x x x x

University

Memphis State University x x x x x x

Middle Tennessee State x x x x x x

University

Tennessee State University x x x x

Tennessee Technological x x x

University

University or Tennessee, x x x x x x x x

Knoxville

University of Tennessee, x x

Martin
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APPENDIX A 1
(condnued)

AG BUS HLTH HOME MKTG SPCL TECH
STATE/INSTITUTION ED ED ED EC ED NEEDS ED T&I

I
University of Tennessee, x

Memphis

Middle Tennessee State University x I
Tennessee State University x

TEXAS I
Abilene Christian University x x

Baylor University x x I
East Texas State University x x x x x x

Incarnate Word College x

111Jarvis Christian College x

Lamar University x x

North Texas State University x x x I
Our Lady of the Lake University x

Pan American University x I
Prairie View A&M x x x x

University ISam Houston State x x x x
University

Southwest Texas State x x x x x x IUniversity

Stephen F. Austin State x x x
University I

Sul Ross State University x x

Tarleton State University x x x I
Texas A&I University x x x

Texas A & M University x x x x

ITexas Christian University x

Texas Southern University x x

Texas Tech University x x x I
Texas Wesleyan College x

Texas Woman's University x x x I
University of Houston x x x x

I
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APPENDIX A
(continued)

AG BUS HLTH HOME MKTG SPCL TECH
STATVINSTITUTION ED ED ED EC ED NEEDS ED T&I

University of Mary Hardin Baylor x

University of North Texas x x

University of Texas, Austin x x

University of Texas, Tyler x x

West Texas State University x

UTAH

Brigham Young University x x

Southern Utah State College x x x

University of Utah x

Utah State University x x x x x x x

Weber State College x

VERMONT

Castleton State College x x

University of Vermont x x x x x

VIRGINIA

Bridgewater College x

Ceorge Mason University x x

Hampton University x

irmes Madison University x x x x x

Longwood College x

Norfolk State University x x x x

Old Dominion University x x x

Radford University x x

St. Paul's College x

Virginia Commonwealth University x x x

Virginia Polytechnic x x x x x x x x

Institute and
State University

Virginia State University x x x x x
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APPENDIX A
(continued)

STATE/INSTITUTION
AG BUS HLTH HOME MKTG SPCL TECH
ED ED ED EC ED NEEDS ED Mil

WASHINGTON

Central Washington
University

Eastern WashiP!gton
Universliy

Seattle Pacific University

University of Washington

Walla Walla College

Washington State
University

Western Washington University

WEST VIRGINIA

Coword College

Davis and Elkins College

Fairmont State College

Marshall University

Sheph:zd College

west Liberty State College

West Virginia College of
Graduate Studies

West Virginia Institute of
Technology

West Virginia University

West Virginia Wesleyan College

WISCONSLN

Mount Mary College

Silver Lake College

University of Wisconsin,
Eau Claire

University of Wisconsin,
Madison

University of Wisconsin,
Plauevillc

X X

X X X X

X X X
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APPENDIX A
(continued)

STATE/INSTITUTION

NON=11.11=..

AG BUS HUH HOME MKTG SPCL TECH
ED ED ED EC ED NEEDS ED T&I

University of Wisconsin,
River Falls

University of Wisconsin,
Stevens Point

University of Wisconsin,
Stout

University of Wisconsin,
Whitewater

WYOMING

University of Wyoming x x x

Total U.S. Colleges & 9 0 23 7 3 1 267 89 9 9 178 120
Universities with
Vocational Teacher
Education Programs

Note: This appendix was created from information contained in seven separate directories of vocational

teacher education in programs. The colleges and universities in bold print comprise the
population for this study.
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APPENDIX B

RESPONSE TO SURVEYS FROM COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION FACULTY

College or University

Institutional Response
Rev !tied

Yes No

No. of Faculty Responses
With Teacher Education

Responsibilities
Yes No

Alabama A&M

Auburn University x 11 1

Arizona State University x 5 6

University of Arizona x 7

University of Arkansas,
Fayeueville x 13

University of Arkansas,
Pine Bluff x 2 1

University of Central
Arkansas x 7 9

California State Polytechnic
University, Pomona x*

California State University,
Fresno x**

California State University,
Los Angeles x*

San Francisco State University

Colorado State University

Central Connecticut State
University x 8 3

Delaware State College X 4

University of Delaware x 3

Florida A&M University

Florida International
University x 7 1

University of South Florida x 6
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APPENDIX B
(continued)

College or University

Institutional Response
Returned

Yes No

No. of Faculty Responses
With Teacher Education

zponsibilities
Yes No

buiversity of West Florida

Georgia Southern College

Georgia State University

University of Georgia

4

4

13

University of Hawaii 7

University of Idaho 14

Eastern Illinois University 16 3

Illinois State University 11 1

Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale x 26 3

University of Illinois,
Champaign-Urbara x 6 1

Western Illinois University

Ball State University 6 3

Indiana State University 13 2

Purdue University 9 3

Iowa State University

University of Northern Iowa

Emporia State University

x*

x**

13 12

Eastern Kentucky University 4

Morehead State University 6

Murray State University 3

University of Kentucky 7
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APPENDIX B
(continued)

College or University

Institutional Response
Returned

Yrs No

No. of Faculty Responses
With Teacher Educaf

Responsibilitie-
Yes No

University of Louisville x 2

Western Kentucky University

Louisiana State University x 7 2

Northwestern State University
of Louisiana

Southern University,
New Orleans x**

University of Southwestern
Louana

University of Maryland
College Park x 8

Central Michigan University x 3

Eastern Michigan University x 11

Ferris State University

Michigan State University

x

x***

7

Northern Michigan University

Western Michigan University x**

Bemidji State University

St. Cloud State University

x

x4*

7

University of Minnesota,
St. Paul x 15 3

Alcorn State University x 5

Mississippi State University x 14 2

Lincoln University
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APPENDIX B
(continued)

College or University

Institutional Response
Returned

Yes No

No. of Faculty Responses
With Teacher Education

Responsibilities
Yes No

Northwest Missovri State
University x 6

University of Missouri x 14

Montana State University

Ordron state College x 5 3

Kearney State College x 8 4

University of Nebraska,
Lincoln

Wayne State College

University of Nevada

Montclair State College

x**

x**

Trenton State College x 4 5

Eastern New Mexico University

University of New Mexico

New York University x='*

State University College,
Buffalo

Appalachian State University x 8 1

East Carolina University x 9 2

North Carolina A&T University x 6

North Carolina State
University x 14

Western Carolina University x 4
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APPENDIX B
(continued)

College cr University

Instinnional Response
Returned

Yes No

No. of Faculty Responses
With Teacher Education

Responsibilities
Yes No

University of North
Dakota 10

Bowling Green State
University 7 4

Kent State University

Ohio State University 25 4

Central State University 8

Oklahoma State University 9 3

Panhandle State University 3

Oregon State University 11

Indiana University of
Pennsylvania

Temple University 12 5

The Pennsylvania State
University 8

Clemson University 8

East Tennessee State
University 5

Memphis State University 3 1

Middle Tennessee State
University

Tennessee State University x**

5 1

University of Tennessee

East Texas State University x**

13 2

Prairie View A&M University 6 2
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APPENDIX B
(continued)

Institufional Response
Returned

No. of Faculty Responses
With Teacher Education

Responsibilities

College a. University Yes No Yes No

Sam Houston State University x 7 2

Southwest Tens State University x 6

Texas A&M University x 12

University of Houston x 4 1

Utah State University x 13 2

University of Vermont x 3 2

James Madison University x 7 3

Norfolk State University x 8 3

Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University

Virginia State University

x

x

17

Central Washington University x 3

Eastern Washinvon University x 5

Washington State University x 5

University of Wisconsin,
Madison x 4 3

University of Wisconsin, Stout x 10 1

University of Wyoming x 4

TOTAL 78 34 633 742

*Institution not surveyed.
**Institution does not offer any vocational teacher education programs; or institutions for college or
university has had so very few graduates/completers in recent years that administrators preferred not to

participate in study.
***Vocational teacher education programs are being phased out; possibly some teacher education remaining

in Colleges of Agriculture and/or Human Ecology.
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